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Abstract 

  

 Black metal has often been posited as an antagonist to mainstream notions of societal norms and 

values. While the genre of music has been the subject of various books and documentaries, few have 

attempted to see how black metal has been reflected in dominate forms of identity and culture. 

Therefore in this thesis, the intent is to show how black metal in Norway has become an integral 

part of Norwegian identity. This is shown through a glance into the development of Norwegian 

black metal which is then paired with an overview of the formation of Norwegian nationalism. In 

conducting the investigation, the semiotics of Norwegian identity that were established during the 

nineteenth century and the interpretation of Norwegian history throughout the nation's existence are 

analyzed with the symbols, lyrics, and visual accompaniments of Norwegian black metal bands. The 

analysis is broken down into three parts that correlate with expressions of nationalism and culture 

found in the construction of Norwegian identity and the thematic elements of Norwegian black 

metal. Theoretically, the thesis draws upon many sources, however the primary theories revolve 

around the ideas of popular music in society by Jacques Attali, the concept of 'imagined community' 

by Benedict Anderson, the notion of cultural memory presented by Jan Assmann, and the 

understanding of likhet by Marianne Gullestad. From the analysis, the thesis concludes that through 

the use of symbols of Norwegian national and cultural identity, Norwegian black metal has been 

incorporated and accepted as a cultural product and as an essential component of Norwegian 

identity.  
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Introduction  

 Music is an important and complex part in the construction of modern society. It is a commodity 

of consumption, a barometer of social temperament, and a reflection that can suggest the direction 

of where a society may be heading. This has been the case in Norway and a style of black metal that 

developed there in the late 1980s. Unlike other forms of extreme music, black metal has turned into 

part of Norway's national and cultural identity. Examples of this can be seen in various ways, most 

notably from the genre's appearance in Norway's Melodi Grand Prix (Keep of Kalessin in 2010),1 

numerous nominations for the Spellemannprisen (Norwegian Grammy),2  inclusion of the genre's 

history in Norway's diplomatic handbooks,3 and the awarding of the Norsk Artistsforbund (Norwegian 

Artists and Song Writers Association Award) in October of 2011 to Enslaved.4 The genre has grown 

from its small, extreme roots to become a national phenomenon of major cultural significance. 

While many documentaries and books deal with Norwegian black metal in various ways, there has 

been little mention of the genre's use of national symbols and rhetoric. Furthermore, none have 

dealt with the origins of these symbols in a modern context. Both writers and bands trace 

Norwegian black metal's symbolism and affinity with nature back to the Viking age, but this is a 

mistake. Much, if not all, of Norway's association with elements of the ancient past are 

reconstructions from the nineteenth century national romanticism. Due to this, Norwegian black 

metal has gained national acceptance because it uses a similar process that the national romantics 

used in the nineteenth-century when Norway was attempting to form its own identity. In this way, 

the genre promotes an image of Norway that is accepted in Norway's collective identity, history, and 

national consciousness. 

 In approaching Norwegian black metal's place in Norwegian national and cultural identity, two 

questions are employed to understand how the genre interacts with Norwegian society. The thesis 

first questions how music reflects attitudes, perceptions, and the collective identity of a given 

society. From this, the second question asks how cultural memory affects perceived notions of the 

                                                           
1"Two go Through to Norway's Melodi Grand Prix Final," Eurovision Song Contest, last modified January 8, 2010, accessed 
August 19, 2012,  
http://www.eurovision.tv/page/news?id=8033&_t=two_go_through_to_norways_melodi_grand_prix_final. 
2 Kjersti Nipen, "Islamkritisk musikk nominert til Spellemann," Aftenposten, last modified January, 4 2012, accessed 
August 18, 2012, http://www.aftenposten.no/kultur/Islamkritisk-musikk-nominert-til-Spellemann-6733946.html. 
3 Chris Dick, "Norway Makes – The World Takes," Decibel, last modified June 14, 2011, accessed August 3, 2012, 
http://www.decibelmagazine.com/featured/norway-makes-the-world-takes/. 
4 "Enslaved fikk æresprisen," Norsk Artistforbund, accessed August 3, 2012, 
http://www.norskartistforbund.no/article.asp?id=166. 
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nation and the how it affects nationality. The primary area of study will center on nationalism, 

identity, and their Romantic period constructions through the scope of Geschichtskultur and 

nutidshistoria. This will be achieved by investigating the relationship between Norwegian black metal 

and Norwegian national symbols of identity and culture. Additionally, this thesis will also be useful 

in research regarding musicology, sociology, and the discourse analysis of language and images. 

 In constructing the theoretical framework for the analysis, a variety of approaches within the 

humanities could have been used to address Norwegian black metal. While it is observable that 

Norwegian black metal has become Norway's biggest cultural export,5 the question must be asked as 

to how this has happened given the tumultuous history of the genre and the relative placidity of 

Norway. However, in choosing there was an attempt to distinguish this work from more well-known 

documentaries and popular books that focus on anthropological and narrative historical 

investigations into how Norwegian black metal and other forms of extreme metal function as a 

subculture or neo-tribe. These sources and others, both academic and lay, are dealt with in Chapter 1 

of Section I. While these insights are useful, they do not seek to understand how these forms of 

extreme music interact and integrate notions of hegemonic culture. Rather, these investigations seek 

to focus on what sets Norwegian black metal and other forms of extreme metal apart from 

dominant culture while trying to see the music and its identity as a valorized entity of transgression 

and exceptionalism.  

 In order to conduct the investigations of the thesis, not only is it necessary to recognize the 

historical constructions of Norwegian nationalism and cultural identity, but it is vital to have a firm 

understanding of what Norwegian black metal is and how it came to existence. Therefore, Chapter 2 

of Part I has been designated to answer these questions. From the context of the genre, the theory 

of the thesis is outlined in the Chapter 3 of Part I. This chapter will provide a selection of theories 

from the social sciences in conjunction with theories of identity and nationalism to gain an insight 

on how Norwegian black metal uses Norwegian nationalism and cultural identity. Following this 

section, Chapter 4 of Part I will deal with the construction of Norwegian nationalism through the 

nineteenth and twentieth century. Chapter 5 will then deal with the methodology that guides the 

analysis of the sources of Part II. In the second part of the thesis, there will be an analysis of the 

historical construction of Norwegian nationalism and identity to address the research question and 

                                                           
5 "Black Metal," Metal: A Headbanger's Journey, directed by Sam Dunn, Burbank, CA: Warner Home Video, 2005, 
DVD. 
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establish a link between how Norwegians have comes to terms with their history. Chapter 6 in Part 

II focuses on an investigation of nature, which is followed by an analysis of Norway's symbols from 

the ancient past in Chapter 7. The eighth chapter explores the analysis of how modern notions of 

Norwegian identity have been incorporated into Norwegian black metal. 

 In the final chapter, the results of the analysis will be presented and will identify the reasons as to 

why Norwegian black metal has been able to become such a significant part of Norwegian culture. 

Following the final chapter will be the appendixes containing the bulk of the primary sources that 

correlate to the chapters in which the material appears. While it might be beneficial to place some of 

the sources in-text, both the quantity and variety of sources necessitate them to be compiled and 

indexed for the sake of space, narrative flow, and consistency of the main text. 
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Part I 

Chapter 1: Previous Research 

 In conducting the research for Norwegian black metal and its connections to Norwegian national 

identity and culture, there were a number of issues that arose. Primary among them was the problem 

of finding appropriate works, both academic and otherwise, on Norwegian black metal. One of the 

most well-known sources on the topic is Lords of Chaos: The Bloody Rise of the Satanic Metal Underground 

by Michael Moynihan and Didrik Søderlind. As a narrative on the foundations of Norwegian black 

metal, Moynihan and Søderlind provide a great deal of insight and stress the importance of 

understanding Norwegian black metal in the context of a larger musical phenomenon that had been 

developing for the better part of a century. Additionally, the text offers numerous valuable 

interviews with several individuals involved in creating Norwegian black metal musically and 

establishing the genre's ideological underpinnings. However, the text is limited by the authors' 

narrow focus on minor actors in an effort to emphasize Norwegian black metal's influence in both 

music and action around the globe. Furthermore, there is a preoccupation with connecting 

Norwegian black metal to romanticized, mythological cultural roots with no explanation given as to 

how these ideas have been constructed and why they have been appropriated in a Norwegian 

context.  

 Moynihan and Søderlind are hardly alone in addressing Norwegian black metal in this way. Too 

often in documentaries and books, there are similar lapses in skipping the formation of Norway's  

national romantic identity and the impact it has had on the development of Norwegian identity. The 

documentary Metal: A Headbanger's Journey by anthropologist Sam Dunn makes this same mistake. 

Dunn does not explore why there has been animosity toward Christianity in Norway, but rather 

takes it as an accepted fact. When discussing Norwegian black metal, Dunn simply concludes that 

"resentment toward Christianity in Norway stretches back one thousand years to their Viking 

ancestors."6  Yet, it is not entirely useless as a source of information. As with Lords of Chaos, the 

documentary contains valuable interviews with Norwegian black metal musicians as well as some 

insightful observations of Norway from a non-European perspective. A more recent documentary, 

by Aaron Aites and Audrey Ewell entitled Until the Light Takes Us, gives a similar perspective, but is 

more focused on the personalities of three members of Norwegian black metal. Additionally, Until 

                                                           
6"Black Metal," Metal: A Headbanger's Journey, DVD. 
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the Light Takes Us includes insights on how mainstream Norway has adopted Norwegian black metal 

from contemporary artist Bjarne Melgaard whose insights are valuable as an observer of society.  

 The works by Albert Mudrian and Matthew Bannister are also important in analyzing how a style 

of music becomes a part of the discourse of hegemonic societal forms. Mudrian's book Choosing 

Death: The Improbable History of Death Metal and Grindcore provides a wealth of information regarding 

the development of death metal and grindcore, providing a historical narrative that is essential to 

understanding these styles. In doing this, Mudrian provides a critical outlook on some of the socio-

economic realities in the regions where these genres were created through the use of interviews. 

While this helps in some respect to see the path of how death metal and grindcore achieve 

popularity as forms of extreme music, the investigation lacks academic sophistication and fails to 

delve deeper than a narrative history. Similarly, Bannister's book White Boys, White Noise offers insight 

into the development of indie-rock from the late 1970s to the early 1990s. In doing so, Bannister 

provides a critical analysis of the genre's appropriation of hegemonic societal values. Bannister 

argues that dominant social forms such as masculinity and middle-class identity were gradually built 

into the ethos of indie-rock; the very social signifiers indie-rock since its inception was set against. 

However, little explanation is given to how dominant social forms are conceived in different places 

and is Anglo-American centric in its societal perspectives. 

 The issue of Anglo-American centric perspectives are addressed by Keith Kahn-Harris in Extreme 

Metal: Music and Culture on the Edge. Kahn-Harris critiques the American and British dominated view 

of society that is imposed on works regarding extreme metal. Part of what makes Kahn-Harris' 

perspective of the world of extreme metal so valuable for research on Norwegian black metal, is that 

the author is both a contributor to extreme metal as a magazine writer and an academic. Kahn-

Harris' ability to draw upon his contacts within the extreme metal scene is deftly paired with a keen 

analysis into the semiotics of image and sound. Additionally, Kahn-Harris provides case studies into 

some of the most productive regions for extreme metal. Foremost amongst these is the case of 

Sweden and its own variation of death metal. Since Sweden shares many cultural similarities with 

Norway, this particular case study provides some useful insights into how Swedish death metal has 

attained the level of popularity it has in Sweden and shows some parallels to Norway and Norwegian 

black metal. However, Kahn-Harris deals with the regional case studies only briefly and concentrates 

mostly on extreme metal as a subculture and how its members relate to one another.  
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 The emphasis on music as a subculture and the dynamics of intra-group relations is a recurrent 

theme in scholarly research on extreme metal. However, Caroline Lucas, Mark Deeks, and Karl 

Spracklen note the importance of national and regional identity in the construction of Northern 

English black metal bands. In an article entitled "Grim up North: Northern England, Northern 

Europe, and Black Metal," the authors demonstrate the correlation between black metal and the 

"promotion of Nordic myths"7 to demonstrate the creation of an 'imagined community.'8 In 

conducting interviews and research, the authors find that there are many borrowed symbols from 

Norwegian black metal. This includes the wearing of Thor's hammers and a connection to 

pagan/heathen mythology through a romanticized view of their ancestral lineage and region. This is 

then paired with the problem of how nationalism or regional pride is presented in England and the 

United Kingdom. As the authors suggest, the relationship between nationalism and black metal 

ultimately leads to discussions about the right-wing tendencies of black metal. Such right-wing 

inclinations are a problematic association for many black metal bands and, as in most places in the 

Western world, the idea of nationalism is a subject of intense debate.  

 The right-wing tendencies of black metal is a topic further discussed by Spracklen in an article 

entitled "True Aryan Black Metal: The Meanings of Leisure, Belonging, and the Construction of 

Whiteness in Black Metal Music." Spracklen contends that black metal is a manifestation of heavy 

metal that is both extreme in its "image, content, and ideology"9 and that black metal "should be 

understood as a self-referencing community" that defines itself while "following Habermas' 

definition of communicative rationality."10 Furthermore, Spracklen contends that "black metal is 

against the instrumental rationalities that dominate Western society: it is anti-Christian, anti-State, 

anti-commercialisation" and exists outside of "traditional or modern social structures." 11 Conceiving 

black metal in this way allows it to be subjected to an open discussion "of the meaning-setting 

discourse and action," ultimately leaving black metal to be associated with political extremes.12  

                                                           
7 Caroline Lucas, Mark Deeks, and Karl Spracklen, "Grim Up North: Northern England, Northern Europe, and Black 
Metal," Journal for Cultural Research, Vol. 15, No. 3 (July 2011): 279. 
8 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities (London: Verso, 1983), 15. 
9 Karl Spracklen, "True Aryan Black Metal: The Meaning of Leisure, Belonging, and the Construction of Whiteness in 
Black Metal Music," in The Metal Void, eds. Nial W.R. Scott and Imke Von Helden (Oxford: Inter-Disciplinary Press, 
2010), 81. 
10 Spracklen, 91. 
11 Ibid, 91. 
12 Ibid, 91. 
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  This kind of open discourse can be seen in the collection of works from a public symposium on 

black metal held in Brooklyn, New York in 2009 entitled Hideous Gnosis. The authors of Hideous 

Gnosis attempt to pinpoint the theoretical and ideological composition of black metal, many of 

which attribute the existence of black metal as a continuation of historical resistance to Christianity 

and as a response to modernity. While most of Hideous Gnosis concentrates on the former, it is the 

latter which is of use to discerning the role that Norwegian black metal has in Norway. Fundamental 

to approaching black metal as a response to modernity, is the idea that black metal is best 

understood through the connection it has to nature and ecology. Contributor Steven Shakespeare 

argues for black metal to be understood "through the application of eco-psychology" in which black 

metal is an expression of a fear that humanity "can never return to the mythic, pastoral world that 

we crave on a deep subconscious level."13 Black metal is then an expression of discontent with 

modern life, a life which has lost connection to the humanity's primal relationship to the earth. 

 Perceiving black metal in this way romanticizes nature and, as fellow contributor Eugene Thacker 

discusses, pairs well with black metal's tendency to adopt pagan/heathen mythology into its 

ideology. According to Thacker, the 'black' in black metal can be understood in two separate ways. 

First, in that 'black' equates Satanic and second, that 'black' can be understood as pagan or heathen. 

Generally, black metal has been associated with Satanism and has largely been perceived this way 

through the use of Satanism as a shock factor, drawing upon inverted crosses and other anti-

Christian imagery. However, Thacker notes that black metal's association with paganism/heathenism 

utilizes different forms of representation. The imagery usually involves "animistic nature, elemental 

and earth powers, astral lights and astral bodies, the metamorphoses of human and animal, human 

and plant, human and nature itself," always aligns itself with the natural world.14 Yet, in discussing 

the attachment of pagan/heathen themes to black metal, Thacker does not include any mention of 

the Romantic movements of the nineteenth century, without which the knowledge of most of the 

pagan/heathen religions would not be known. Additionally, Thacker fails to acknowledge the notion 

of pagan/heathen ideology as a construction of the modern era. 

 In contrast, the Romantic constructions of pagan/heathen ideology is an important aspect of 

understanding Norwegian black metal and how it relates the Norwegian national identity. Though 

                                                           
13 Steven Shakespeare, "The Light That Illuminates Itself, the Dark that Soil's Itself: Blackened Notes From Schelling's 
Underground," Hideous Gnosis, ed. Nicola Masciandro (Brooklyn, NY: http://blackmetaltheory.blogspot.com, 2010), 6. 
14 Eugene Thacker, "Questions of Demonology," Hideous Gnosis, ed. Nicola Masciandro, (Brooklyn, NY: 
http://blackmetaltheory.blogspot.com, 2010), 184. 
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discussing the Viking-themed, Swedish melodic death metal band Amon Amarth, Florian Heesch, a 

contributor to the collected works entitled The Metal Void, attempts to relate Amon Amarth's vocal 

delivery and Viking imagery to masculinity. Heesch focuses on one song in particular, "The Pursuit 

of Vikings" from the Fate of Norns album, and claims that the Vikings portrayed in the song are the 

same as those that were envisioned from the Romantic period, that of the "Scandinavian male, 

heathen, heroic warrior who travels by ship in search of adventures."15 Rather than focusing on 

whether or not the depiction of Vikings by Amon Amarth is historically accurate, Heesch instead 

concentrates on the Romanticized representations of Vikings "that appear to be based on widely 

shared images of cultural memory."16 Though Heesch is concerned with Amon Amarth's connection 

to the masculine Viking, there is another aspect which Heesch identifies that is more relevant to an 

investigation of Norwegian black metal lyrics. That is not to say that overt representations of 

masculinity are not present in Norwegian black metal. However, in the context of how it relates to 

the construction of Norwegian identity and nationalism it plays a minimal role.  

 It is important to focus on Heesch's assessment of the lyrics and the similarities they share with 

the fatalism found in the Eddas and national Romanic literature from the nineteenth century. In 

assessing Norwegian black metal, it is this fatalism that makes it accessible as a form of Norwegian 

national identity. The majority of Norwegian black metal artists are open about their admiration for 

the poetic and prose Eddas and works of national romantic writers. A number of these artists take 

lines directly from such sources for their lyrics or incorporate similar sentiments, making them 

recognizable as something which is distinctly a part of Norwegian culture and an attribute of a 

collective Norwegian identity. Another aspect which must be accounted for in how Norwegian black 

metal connects to Norwegian identity can be found in the time period when the first Norwegian 

black metal bands were being formed. For Laura Wiebe, contributor to The Metal Void, Norwegian 

black metal represents an intersection between locality and genre that must be understood according 

to: 

a particular temporal, cultural, and geopolitical context that included an increasingly heterogeneous 
Norwegian population, pressure for Norway to join the European Union, a history of Nazi 

                                                           
15 Florian Heesch, "Metal for Nordic Men: Amon Amath's Representation of Vikings," The Metal Void, eds. Nial W.R. 
Scott and Imke Von Helden (Oxford: Inter-Disciplinary Press, 2010), 73. 
16 Heesch, 74. 
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occupation, and a tradition of cultural nationalism relying on the construction of a homogenized 

Nordic heritage.17 

Therefore, it is hardly a coincidence that Norwegian black metal, a genre developed in the late 1980s 

and early 1990s, should draw upon a classical construction of Norwegian-ness as a means to 

distinguish themselves as Norwegian. 

 Certainly Taylor's observation of the conditions surrounding Norway at the time of Norwegian 

black metal's rise, is related to the cultural and geo-political realities Norway faced. Additionally, 

Taylor recognizes that Norwegian black metal expresses a deeply imbedded cultural barrier that is 

present in Norway. However, much like the other literature discussed, Taylor focuses on a 

phenomenon is that not a necessarily recognized aspect of Norwegian identity and nationalism. 

Therefore, it is this point where the work presented in this thesis will diverge with the previous 

literature on Norwegian black metal. Rather than concentrating on of parts of Norway's identity that 

are overly contentious, the focus of this thesis will be on the accepted parts of Norwegian identity 

and nationalism that are represented in Norwegian black metal. From this, it will be shown that 

Norwegian black metal, despite its violent history and affiliations with political extremism, has been 

appropriated as an accepted form of Norwegian cultural and national identity.  

  

                                                           
17 Laura Wiebe Talyor, "Nordic Nationalism: Black Metal Takes Norway's Everyday Racisms to the Extreme," The Metal 
Void,  eds. Nial W.R. Scott and Imke Von Helden (Oxford: Inter-Disciplinary Press, 2010), 162. 
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Chapter 2: Norwegian Black Metal: Musical Roots and Development  

 Since its inception, Norwegian black metal has been a captivating force which has polarized 

opinion. The extreme nature of the music and the sub-culture surrounding it leaves little room for 

apathy. Despite its divisive nature, black metal has arguably become Norway's most significant 

cultural phenomenon. Internationally the sound, which was perfected in Norway during the early 

1990s, has inspired countless bands and has redefined the essence of extreme music. While these 

developments should not be ignored, it is black metal's influence on the development of Norway's 

domestic and international identity that makes it worth investigating. Before analyzing black metal's 

impact on Norway, an exploration into the genre's development is needed to gain a musical and 

thematic context. In order to do this it is necessary to analyze three key components contributing to 

the semiotic elements that have been developed over the history of heavy and extreme metal. This 

will revolve around the content of three factors which include images, musical tone, and lyrics.  

The Beginnings of Heavy Metal 

 It is debatable which band first started playing heavy metal. Typically, the argument will come 

down to two bands in the late 1960s; Led Zeppelin and Black Sabbath. Both of these bands added 

new dimensions to both the sonic intensity and thematic extremities of rock n' roll. In terms of 

popularity and acceptability, there were and perhaps still are none bigger than Led Zeppelin. The 

English band has always been held in high regard for their musicianship, song writing, and ability to 

play both heavy metal and folk styles of music, yet much of their popularity was attained from their 

mystique and association with the occult. Guitarist Jimmy Page's interest in the supernatural and 

Aleister Crowley's Themelic religion "can be found woven throughout the albums of Led 

Zeppelin."18 Along with the occult, there is a distinct thematic influence from "Anglo-Saxon and 

Norse folklore" and the literary works of J.R.R. Tolkien.19 Songs like "Ramble On," "Immigrant 

Song," "No Quarter," "Misty Mountain Hop," and "The Battle of Evermore" exemplify Led 

Zeppelin's influence from these sources. However, some will express doubt if the label of heavy 

metal applies to Led Zeppelin. It is understandable, given the band's constant blending of styles, that 

no single genre should be applied, yet their influence musically and thematically on heavy metal and 

all of its sub-genre's is unmistakable.  

                                                           
18 Michael Moynihan and Didrik Søderlind, Lords of Chaos: The Bloody Rise of the Satanic Metal Underground (Los Angeles: 
Feral House, 2003), 4. 
19 Moynihan and Søderlind, 4. 
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 With regards to Black Sabbath, such a debate is non-existent. There is no question that the 

Birmingham founded outfit was a heavy metal band. For proof one needs not look further than the 

opening track of Black Sabbath's self-titled, debut album from 1970. The track opens with a sound 

of falling rain with tolling bells followed by the distorted tritone, or diminished fifth, riff from 

guitarist Tony Iommi. The atmosphere created by these elements sets the stage for lyrics describing 

an encounter with Satan and the associated feelings of dread and terror. The essence of not just 

"Black Sabbath" the song, but Black Sabbath the album and Black Sabbath the band can be found 

within the first minutes of playing their debut. "Black Sabbath" makes a statement about how its 

writers felt about the world around them. Coming from the economically depressed area of Aston in 

Birmingham, Black Sabbath captured the dower mood of their working class backgrounds and the 

disillusionment they felt as young men. From this point rock'n'roll had a dark, sinister side that it 

never previously possessed. Subsequent albums by Black Sabbath further elaborated on these 

themes. From 1970 to 1978, Black Sabbath released eight full length studio albums, all of which 

further developed the progression of heavy metal and created a foundation for the rise of more 

musically and thematically extreme sub-genres in the decade to come.20 Though there are numerous 

examples, there are a few notable cases which need mentioning from this period that are important 

in how extreme music and ultimately Norwegian black metal would develop.  

 First among these cases is the utilization of a lower, alternate tuning starting from the Masters of 

Reality album in 1971. By playing in a lower tuning, Black Sabbath had a murkier, heavier sound, 

giving the band a darker musical atmosphere. The following album, Sabbath Bloody Sabbath, added 

visuals to match the heavier sound. The cover art depicts an image of a woman being harassed by 

demonic figures in a bed with a headboard that has long, arching webbed claws, a skull, and the 

numbers '666'.21 Illustrated in vibrant reds on a field of gold and black, the image sends an ominous 

message of both fear and the forbidden to the viewer, setting the mood for the music that follows. 

A third essential development which Black Sabbath contributed to the direction of extreme music 

can be found in the song "Symptom of the Universe" from the Sabotage album from 1975. The main 

riff of the song is probably one of the most copied in all of the sub-genres of heavy metal. The fast 

paced, aggressive playing would be the perfect tool for capturing the aggressiveness and speed of 

late 1970s and early 1980s metal sub-genres that would develop. 

                                                           
20 The period from 1970 to 1978 is regarded as the classic or golden period of Black Sabbath's career. In this time the 
band was comprised of its four original founders, Tony Iommi, Bill Ward, Geezer Butler, and Jon "Ozzy" Osbourne.  
21 See Appendix 1, fig. 1  
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NWOBH - New Wave of British Heavy Metal 

 As the 1980s approached and heavy metal became increasingly diluted with bands of dubious 

quality, it faced competition from the emergence of punk and shock rock genres. The popularity of 

heavy metal and its commercialization worked against the genre's ability to stay relevant to a new 

generation. Steve Waksman writes about the dichotomy of the "metal/punk continuum," and points 

to the establishment of arena rock as a catalyst for the development of heavy metal as a marketable 

product.22 The sonic attributes of heavy metal made playing live concerts in large stadiums and 

arenas an easy choice for promoters. In addition, more theatrical elements were included in shows. 

On a bigger stage more production values could be included into the concert. However, the increase 

in venue size had drawbacks. With the increase in venue size, space between the listener and the 

band grew. As a response, punk rock became a medium for the disillusioned youth to connect with. 

Usually played in small, intimate environments at fast speeds requiring minimal musical skill, punk 

realigned the direction not only of rock'n'roll, but also of heavy metal. However, this change did not 

mean that heavy metal was dying but rather it was changing to meet the requirements of a new 

generation.  

 The change came in the form of a sub-genre called the New Wave of British Heavy Metal 

(NWOBH).23 Building on the foundation of Black Sabbath and other early 1970s heavy metal acts, a 

new crop of bands added faster tempos and intensity while maintaining admirable levels of 

musicianship. Foremost among the NWOBH bands was Iron Maiden, who formed in late 1970s 

East London and gained respect not just from the metal community, but also found admiration 

among punk rockers. As NWOBH was gaining momentum, Venom, a band from the northeast of 

England was making new waves pushing the limits of metal's themes and imagery through their own 

interpretation of NWOBM. Though less technically proficient, Venom's music proved to be a 

turning point in the direction of extreme metal music and unlike their contemporaries, Venom 

sounded as ugly as they played. Entitled Welcome to Hell, Venom's 1981 debut went beyond the 

boundaries that had been set by heavy metal and NWOBH bands.   

 In their imagery, Venom went outside the accepted norms of what had been previously 

established. The cover art of Welcome to Hell is emblazoned with a goat's head inside a pentagram on 

                                                           
22 Steve Waksman, This Ain't the Summer of Love (Berkley, CA: University of California Press, 2009), 11. 
23 NWOBH also includes Judas Priest, Saxon, Witchfinder General, early Def Leopard, and Diamond Head among 
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a black background. As Adem Tepedelen states, in modern metal "seeing a goat's head in a 

pentagram on the front cover of an album wouldn't cause most metalheads to take a second look."24 

However, in 1981 such imagery was both shocking and groundbreaking for the direction of metal. 

To match the cover art, song titles such as "In League with Satan" and "Sons of Satan" went further 

than the mild flirtation of earlier bands and instead "shoved them in our faces."25 When combined 

with Venom's simplistic playing, lo-fi production values, and the number of bands it directly 

influenced, it is "not hard to see how dramatically this album, no matter how sloppily it was played, 

impacted the entire history of metal that followed."26  

 Of course, Venom's importance to the development of Norwegian black metal does not stop 

with In League with Satan. Aside from formulating the basis for extreme metal's visual aesthetic and 

primal sound, Venom contributed the name 'black metal' to the sub-genre with their sophomore full 

length release entitled Black Metal. Additionally, Black Metal , according to Tom G. Warrior of 

Hellhammer/Celtic Frost, contends that while In League with Satan was important to his own 

influential bands, Black Metal is what "most of Norwegian black metal is based on."27 Commercially, 

Black Metal enjoyed moderate success as did its follow-up At War With Satan. However, it is 

important to place Venom in context with what was occurring in the rapidly developing world of 

extreme metal in the early 1980s. While Venom was influential in many ways to the sound and image 

of Norwegian black metal as well as to the development of the thrash and death metal sub-genres,28 

it was arguably Sweden's Bathory that was the biggest influence on the development on black metal 

in Norway.29   

Bathory - Atmosphere and Tone 

 Bathory's impact on Norwegian black metal can be divided into two periods in the band's career. 

Though starting as a trio, the bulk of Bathory's material was created by Tomas Forsberg, more 

commonly known by his stage same Quorthon, who was the sole member. From their humble 

beginnings on the Scandinavian Metal Attack compilation, until the release of the Blood Fire Death 

album in late 1988, Bathory released three full-length albums that would become influential for a 

                                                           
24Adem Tepedelen, "Enter Satan: The Making of Venom's Welcome to Hell," Decibel, Special Collector's Edition: Black Metal 
Hall of Fame (2010). 5. See Appendix 1, fig. 2 for Venom Welcome to Hell. 
25 Tepedelen, "Enter Satan: The Making of Venom's Welcome to Hell," 5 
26 Ibid, 5.  
27 Adem Tepedelen, "Welcome to Hellhammer," Decibel, Special Collector's Edition: Black Metal Hall of Fame (2010): 9. 
28 Daniel Ekeroth, Swedish Death Metal (Brooklyn, NY: Bazillion Points, 2006), 9. 
29 Ekeroth, 27. 
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number of reasons. Thematically, Bathory's first three albums were full of the Satanic camp that 

Venom had established before.30 The lyrics dealt with Satan and flirted with concepts of evil and the 

occult filtered "through a bit of Scandinavian innocence and teenage melodrama."31  In terms of 

production value, Bathory was probably even more lo-fi sound than the early Venom releases. In 

fact, Bathory's self-titled debut was recorded on the tightest of budgets which included no more 

than "a cherry-red Ibanez Destroyer guitar, a ridiculously small drum kit with one cymbal, and a 20-

watt Yahama amplifier (no distortion pedals used)."32 All of this was recorded on a "homemade 

eight-channel tape recorder" that was run "at half-speed to fit everything" ultimately resulting in a 

humming feedback on the final production.33  

 While Satanic themes and poor production values were not entirely groundbreaking, Bathory's 

first three albums were influential for the techniques employed. For Leif Gylve Nagell, better known 

as Fenriz from the Norwegian black metal band Darkthrone, the guitar techniques used on 

Bathory's Under the Sign of the Black Mark became one of the styles applied in Norwegian black metal 

and one that he used in his contributions to Darkthone.34 Additionally, the vocal style used by 

Quorthon would come to be instrumental in how lyrics would be delivered by a number of 

Norwegian black metal bands. Arguably the most definitive black metal album of the first wave, 

Under the Sign of the Black Mark was a more varied album than the two before it. Though lacking the 

shock value of Bathory and The Return of the Darkness and Evil, there was a noticeable progression in 

musicianship and song writing brought forth in a dense atmosphere that was "drenched in reverb, 

rendering a unique and disturbing touch to [it] all."35 Though created by chance to help hide the lack 

of quality production equipment, Daniel Ekeroth insists that it was Under the Sign of the Black Mark's 

atmosphere and mood that would be copied by Norwegian black metal in the early 1990s.36  

Bathory and Romanticized Mythology 

 Bathory's contribution to Norwegian black metal did not end with Bathory, The Return of the 

Darkness and Evil, and Under the Sign of the Black Mark. Rather, the next three albums are sometimes 

referred to as the 'Ásatrú trilogy,' a reference to the reconstructed, ancient religion of Norse 

                                                           
30 Bathory's first three albums include in order: Bathory, The Return of the Darkness and Evil, Under the Sign of the Black Mark. 
31 Moynihan and Søderlind, 18. 
32 Ekeroth, 31 
33 Ibid, 31. 
34 Albert Mudrian, Choosing Death: The Improbable History of Death Metal and Grindcore (Los Angeles: Feral House, 2004), 29. 
35 Ekeroth, 37. 
36 Ibid, 38. 
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mythology.37 Starting with the release of Blood Fire Death, the thematic concepts of Bathory switched 

from Satan and occult to the Nordic/Germanic mythology. The change in direction away from "the 

childish and foreign Satanism" to the "heathen mythological legacy of their own forefathers" marked 

a turning point in how black metal could be conceptualized.38 Visually the most noticeable difference 

was in the album art work. Rather than the "B-grade horror cover art" that was featured on Under the 

Sign of the Black Mark, Blood Fire Death was graced with  Peter Nicolai Arbo's Åsgårdsreien portraying 

"the infamous 'Wild Hunt' or Oskorei of Scandinavian and Teutonic folklore."39 As described by 

Moynihan and Søderlind, the romantic-era Norwegian painting depicts a scene of "swarming, 

airborne army of enraged valkyries, spurred on by the Nordic god Thor, hammer held aloft in 

righteous defiance as a wolfskin-clad warrior drags a naked girl up from the scorched earth below."40  

 Accompanying the visual elements, was a record unlike the previous three released from Bathory. 

Though at times the tempo on Blood Fire Death matches the pace of the earlier albums, the overall 

speed at which the songs are played is slower. Just as Moynihan and Søderlind contend that the 

visual accompaniments of the album are a sign of maturity, this too can be seen as a process of 

maturation. The album's song titles and lyrics also indicate a change in thematic focus. The opening 

track, a three minute and one second introduction, entitled "Odens Ride Over Nordland," contains 

no lyrics yet manages to set an atmosphere with the thundering hooves and shrieks of horses over a 

dramatic synth arrangement that launches directly into the second track "A Fine Day to Die." At 

eight minutes and thirty-six seconds and featuring a introduction that builds on the epic ambiance of 

the first track, "A Fine Day to Die," much like the rest of the album, filters the reverb induced 

atmospheric rawness of the previous two albums into "orchestrated songs and understandable 

vocals," that, according to Moynihan and Søderlind, "are helped along by more realistic and 

thoughtful lyrics."41 

 Throughout much of the album, the lyrical content revolves around romanticized concepts of 

Norse/Germanic mythology and Ásatrú. As discerned by Moynihan and Søderlind, the title track of 

Blood Fire Death illustrates this type of lyrical content: 

Children of all slaves/ United, be proud/ Rise out of darkness and pain 
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A chariot of thunder and gold will come loud/ And a warrior with thunder and rain 
With hair as white as snow/ Hammer of steel/ To set you free of your chains 

And to lead you all/ Where horses run free/ And souls of your ancient reign.42 
 

 Taken from the final vocal verse of a song that spans over ten minutes long, the sampled lyrics are 

consistent throughout the song in their attempt to invoke a sense of freedom from bondage once 

one embraces the "ancestral archetypes."43  

 However, it is important to consider the bonds that are seen as limiting one's ability to go "where 

horses run free." For Qurothon, these bonds belonged to Christianity and while there has been 

opposition towards Christianity throughout the course of Norwegian black metal's foundation, this 

is first time that the resistance and hostility was funneled through a romanticized, reconstructed 

vision of the past. These sentiments are continued on both Hammerheart and Twilight of the Gods, even 

gaining a provocative political edge. Perhaps one of the best examples of this comes from Twilight of 

the Gods in the song "Under the Runes." Moynihan and Søderlind point out that in addition to lyrical 

inspiration from Nietzsche and his "dire warnings about the spiritual malady inflicting contemporary 

mankind," the song contains a "veiled reference to the SS divisions of World War II Germany."44 

When questioned on the topic, Qurothon reveals there was some intent in creating a parallel to the 

infamous paramilitary wing of the Nazis, though admits it was done for shock value and as an 

opportunity to further his critique of modern, Christian Sweden and promote the nation's ancient 

heathen traditions.45 

Death Metal 

 Simultaneously emerging in England, the United States, and Sweden were bands who in their 

sound and imagery were different, yet were all loosely connected through the global tape trading 

network. For Norwegian black metal, death metal would supply both a positive and negative 

inspiration. While some death metal bands, particularly Morbid Angel hailing from South Florida, 

were influential in terms of sound and ideology, the majority of death metal was regarded with a 

high degree of disdain.46 In many ways it is reasonable to suggest that Norwegian black metal 

developed in opposition to death metal. At the time Norwegian bands were making headlines for 

their non-musically related activities, death metal was at the height of its commercial prowess. In the 
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early 1990s, death metal bands were sought out by and signed to major record labels.47 Though some 

of the albums recorded at this time would become classics of the genre, there were a flood of bands 

of questionable quality being signed to record deals. The result was a deluding of the genre, both in 

terms of musical quality and its uniqueness.48 Additionally, many of the genre's founding bands 

drifted away from their initial sound, the majority of which mellowed in their intensity.49 For black 

metal's second wave of bands, death metal, though initially accepted, became a source of contempt 

both because of its commercial accessibility and normalized image of "ripped jeans or sweatpants, 

high-top sneakers and plain leather jackets."50  

Norwegian Black Metal 

 While Norwegian black metal has far reaching roots that spans multiple genres, exploring the 

roots of the genre tell only part of the tale of what contributes to the creation of Norwegian black 

metal. In the early 1990s Norwegian black metal was intrinsically tied to a series of acts that would 

stir the relative tranquility of a nation that has long remained an outsider in European culture and 

politics. Before discussing Norwegian black metal's infamous deeds that launched it to the center of 

media attention, a brief introduction of the main actors involved in the foundation of the scene is 

necessary. A number of bands were essential to plotting the development of Norwegian black metal. 

Primary among the founding bands in Norway was Mayhem. Founded in the mid-1980s, Mayhem 

and their guitarist Øystein Aarseth, would become instrumental in contributing to Norwegian black 

metal's sound, image, and ideology.  

 Though there is some divergence in opinion on the exact date of when Norwegian black metal 

came into existence, Mayhem's recording of Live in Leipzig in February of 1990 is a good starting 

point.51 In the years prior to Live in Leipzig, Mayhem recorded little and existed on the reputation of 

their Deathcrush EP in 1987. Despite the lack of releases, Aarseth was influential in the formation of 

a small, but eager group of young like-minded musicians looking to put forward their own ideas of 

extreme metal. Initially the sound and style of Mayhem and Darkthrone were not dissimilar to that 

of death metal but, by 1990 first Mayhem and then Darkthrone explored a new sound that built 
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upon the foundations laid by Venom and Bathory. In doing so they forged the beginnings of a 

sound that would become Norwegian black metal. With this new sound were lyrics and imagery that 

also expanded on the semiotics that had been established throughout the 1980s by Venom and 

Bathory. Crucial to the thematic direction of Norwegian black metal in the early years was the 

onstage behavior of former Mayhem vocalist Per Ohlin, known by the stage name Dead. As 

Ekeroth attests: 

among Ohlin's morbid onstage habits, he used to cut himself pretty badly, and inhale from a bag 
containing a dead bird. Anecdotes about Ohlin's antics are numerous. Among the weirder ones are 
that he used to bury his clothes underground to give them a grave-like touch, and that he clipped 
obituaries from newspapers and attached them to his jacket.52  

Paired with this were lyrics that were centered around Satanism, anti-Christianity, misanthropy, and 

anti-social behavior. This was combined with a tone that was thin, trebly, and highly distorted which 

contrasted sharply with the sound employed by death metal.53  

 It is at this point in the early 1990s that Norwegian black metal's initial imagery was developed. 

Just as with the other semiotic elements, the imagery was conceived in contrast to death metal. 

Rather than dressing in normal street-clothes, Mayhem and Darkthrone wanted their appearance to 

be as distinct as death metal's was indistinguishable. Rather than the hi-tops and sweatpants of death 

metal, Norwegian black metal adopted a look that built upon the over-the-top leather and spikes of 

Venom and added homemade weapons and even more spikes with a gratuitous use of white and 

black face paint, known as corpse paint.54 This extreme look corresponded with the intense, raw 

sound of Norwegian black metal. As alluded to by Ekeroth about the onstage activities of Mayhem's 

Ohlin, Norwegian black metal's sound and image was matched with extreme deeds. As the genre 

gained momentum members of Norwegian black metal bands escalated their anti-humanist, 

nihilistic, and anti-Christian rhetoric. With Ohlin's suicide in 1991, Norwegian black metal first 

gained the attention of the domestic media and gave the burgeoning genre a means to which it could 

reach outside the small Oslo based group of musicians. This new found recognition combined with 

Aarseth's record label Death Like Silence and record store Helvete in Oslo helped to solidify bands 

across the breadth of Norway into a unified phenomenon.  
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 It was around this time that Norwegian black metal bands began to gain the attention of 

authorities around the country as well. Though it was not explicitly linked at the time, a spate of 

grave desecrations and church arsons were committed by various members of the Norwegian black 

metal community. Their anonymity was eventually breached following the murder of Aarseth by 

fellow Norwegian black metal musician Varg Vikernes of the band Burzum. In the process of 

questioning all those involved in the various criminal activities, the Norwegian police were given 

information about an unsolved murder of a man in Lillehammer. Eventually, these details led to the 

arrest of Emperor's drummer, Bård Eithun and subsequent imprisonment. While these events were 

happening the Norwegian media posited the bands and their members as part of a Satanic 

movement sweeping across the country. Though these criminal activities were intense over a short 

period of time, by late 1994 many of the actors involved were in police custody.  

 Of all the illegal activities and arrests that had occurred, it was perhaps Vikernes' murder of 

Aarseth and subsequent trial that captured the attention of Norway the most. In his early twenties, 

Vikernes' had ambitious goals of attempting to re-awaken Norway's ancient Norse religion and cast 

out Christianity, which he saw as some sort of Semitic slumber holding all Norwegians back from 

being their true selves. The trial gave a platform for Vikernes to espouse his radical ideas which 

turned him into "Norway's boogeyman virtually overnight;" becoming a Charles Manson-type figure 

and pariah of the Norwegian media.55 Despite this, Vikernes "is the linchpin of Norwegian black 

metal" with an exceptional level of productivity even during his sixteen year incarceration.56 Due to 

his prolific production rate, radical views, and willingness to put his words into action, Vikernes 

developed a cult of personality that has resulted in his influence being a prime motivator for the 

continuation and interest in Norwegian black metal. While Vikernes' more extreme views and 

actions have not been replicated, his influence on the direction of Norwegian black metal can be 

seen with a gradual shift away from Satanism to Norse mythology and a deep appreciation for 

Norwegian history and nature. This shift combined with other bands, such as Enslaved, who used 

Norway's ancient past and nature since Norwegian black metal's inception, has made a lasting 

impact not only on the thematic development of the genre, but has also brought Norwegian black 

metal in line with nationally accepted forms of identity and culture.  
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 As a whole Norwegian black metal has become increasingly popular both in Norway and abroad. 

Despite the radical and turbulent early years, the genre has been accepted and recognized by 

governmental institutions for its artistic merits. While some of this recognition can be attributed to 

the commercial viability of Norwegian black metal, there are other factors involved as to why the 

genre has become incorporated and accepted by the holders of Norwegian national identity and 

culture. In order to examine this, it is important to establish the theoretical framework that will guide 

the investigation into Norwegian constructions of nationalism, identity, and the analysis of sources. 
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Chapter 3: Theory 

 Music as a Communicative Medium and Mirror of Society 

 From the beginnings of the modern era during the industrial revolution until the advent of late 

capitalism, popular music has developed from localized, regional concepts to a mass-marketed global 

industry. Though Norwegian black metal is only a sub-genre and is extreme both in its sound and 

polarization of opinion, it still needs to be studied within the context of popular music, how it 

manifests itself in society, but how it reflects it as well. To analyze music in society it is necessary to 

establish the basic principles of music both as a symbol and as a language. From this foundation, a 

discussion can then be launched into a general overview of why is it necessary to study music in a 

historical way, how popular music is legitimized as a high-culture art form, and how it replicates 

society. With this basis it is then possible to investigate the demographics of extreme music and how 

it fits into the narrative of popular music.  

 At its most basic, music follows the essential principles of semiosis. As defined by Wilson Coker, 

semiosis is a five way "process in which something acts as a sign for an organism."57 In this sense, 

music must provide a sign or stimulus to an interpreter or organism which then gives a response 

based on the sign's significance and interpretation in a given context or condition.58 If these 

conditions are met, music is subjected to mediation both rationally and instinctively based on the 

signs they are given. These signs can include anything from the tone and phrasing, to a wall of 

sound, or moment of silence.59 Furthermore music, in both its audible sound and written notation, 

meets the criteria for being a language. It is a set of complex symbols with a set meaning attached to 

each symbol that is interpreted and used according to a principle set of definitions and rules.60 From 

this, it can be assumed that music is a form of communication expressed through the use of 

semantic forms.  

 As a communicative medium, music cannot be overlooked in historical studies, particularly in 

Western studies. Max Weber contends that the development of social ordering at given periods in 

history coincides with the rationalization of musical forms, concluding with the introduction of the 
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piano in the Northern European bourgeois home.61 Incorporated into Weber's idea of 

rationalization is the notion technical progress and the development of rhythmical dancing, the 

sonata, chromatics, and written notation, all gave the musician or composer more semantic tools to 

further express themselves to their audience.62 Regardless of its technical employment, it is not 

enough that semantic communication occurs in music. 

  Equally important to how a sign or language is conveyed is what Theodor Adorno understand as 

"the musical semantics of a relationship between musical signifiers and historical, social, and 

psychological" context in which they are developed.63 As a key figure in the Frankfurt school, 

Adorno was a German sociologist and musicologist who wrote extensively on the subject of music 

and role it in plays in society. In discussing Beethoven as an example, Adorno stresses this point in 

saying that: 

If we listen to Beethoven and do not hear anything of the revolutionary bourgeoisie - not the echo of 
its slogans, but rather the need to realize them, the cry for the totality in which reason and freedom 
are to have their warrant - we understand Beethoven no better than does one cannot follow the purely 
musical content of his pieces.64 

Additionally, Jacques Attali, a French economist, politician, and social theorist, makes a similar case 

in discussing music's ability to replicate the actuality of social conditions, stating that the composers 

Mozart and Bach reflect the bourgeoisie's dream of harmony better than and prior to the whole of the 
nineteenth-century political theory. There is in the operas of Cherubini a revolutionary zeal rarely 
attained in political debate. Janis Joplin, Bob Dylan, and Jimi Hendrix say more about the liberatory 
dream of the 1960s than any theory of crisis.65   

Music acting as a mirror to society in this way is not entirely unique. Attali makes the point that 

Marx asserts "music is the 'mirror of reality'; for Nietzsche,  the 'expression of truth' , for Freud, a 

'text to decipher.'"66 Despite this seemingly simple relationship between music and society, Adorno 

believes that there is more that needs to be taken into consideration. He asserts that "music is not 

ideological pure and simple; it is ideological only insofar as it is false consciousness" and once again 

uses Beethoven to illustrate this point in saying that: 
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If [Beethoven] is the musical prototype of the revolutionary bourgeoisie, he is at the same time the 

prototype of a music that has escaped from its social tutelage and is aesthetically fully autonomous, a 

servant no longer.67 

 If Adorno's claim that society is reflected in music, but holds no ideological function and exists 

free of social control, then the question must be asked; how does music, and in this case Norwegian 

black metal, that is aesthetically fully autonomous from the society that spawned it, becomes 

intrinsically bound to a national identity from where it came? In some ways, Norwegian black metal 

defies Adorno's theories on music. Norwegian black metal is a genre that at its start was set against 

mainstream, middle class societal norms and values, while at the same time claimed an ideology that 

is beset with contradictions, leaving it ultimately beholden to a false reality. With this taken into 

consideration, a potential understanding for Norwegian black metal might be found in "Weber's 

interpretation of musical evolution in terms of the process of rationalization."68 Though this offers 

some explanation, Weber is retrospective in his view and is inadequate to address popular music and 

its development through the twentieth century. Additionally, Adorno maintains a negative view of 

popular music and dismisses its relevance as a phenomenon worthy of academic study.  

Popular and Extreme Music in Society 

  However as Attali attests, popular music is meaningful as it is a means to study modern social 

change because social and economic theories conceived in the mid-nineteenth century are unable to 

"predict, describe, nor even express what awaits us."69 Furthermore, Attali suggests that popular 

music embodies and produces the ideologies of its age and "provides a rough sketch of the society 

under construction."70 Throughout its history, popular music has typically been cast against and seen 

as an antagonist to classical music. Much of the stigma ascribed to popular music is due to its 

commercial success. As Richard Middleton suggests, popular music is seen as "corrupt, manipulated, 

over-complex, mechanical, commodified" while classical music is "more natural, spontaneous, (and) 

traditional" in comparison.71 For Charles Hamm, the ability of popular music to be sold should not 

infringe on the  importance of it being used academically and historically. According to Hamm, 

there has been a distinct shortage in academic writings on the influence of  popular music in 
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society.72 Hamm also contends that the reasoning behind this centers around the "assumption, 

usually lying beneath the surface but occasionally made explicit, that people creating disseminating, 

and consuming these mass products are of inferior ethnic, class, or moral stock."73 As popular music 

has become more pervasive, the same modes of reasoning can be applied within the vast sphere of 

popular music as well. 

 Bethany Bryson deals with this sort of reasoning in an article concerning symbolic exclusion and 

musical dislike based on cultural taste. The research presented by Bryson deals with the impact of 

education, democratic liberalism, and racism on cultural taste through quantitative research in the 

United States. The conclusion of Bryson's results on why some forms of popular music are disliked 

indicate a correlation with Hamm's prognosis, but also offers some clarity regarding the accepted 

"notions of cultural exclusion and dislike."74 For Bryson there is a contradiction between the two 

commonly held perspectives of cultural theory that contend that "people with high social status are 

the most culturally exclusive and intolerant" and "that education increases tolerance, openness, and 

cultural acceptance."75 The study finds that while higher levels of education tend to decrease 

intolerance, the reasons for intolerance and cultural exclusion are grounded in political intolerance 

that result in "negative attitudes toward the types of music associated with that group."76 Of the 

eighteen styles of music used in the analysis, Bryson finds that "heavy metal is the most disliked 

genre - hence, the popular response to requests for musical selections, 'anything but heavy metal.'"77 

This pattern of dislike is found among those of who have high and low musical tolerance regardless 

of their education or political leanings and that like rap, country, and gospel, heavy metal is 

associated with audiences of having the least education.78 If this is true, then how could black metal 

reach the status is has in Norway? 

 A possible explanation is offered by Sarah Chaker in her investigation into extreme metal in 

Germany. In attempting to explain the appeal of extreme metal and its typical association with 

people who view themselves as extreme, Chaker finds that though the music is important to the 

culture that surrounds both black and death metal, ideological factors play heavily into the appeal of 
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the extreme music. Often times associated with anti-social behavior, fans of both black and death 

metal are generally regarded as social misfits. The results of Chaker's investigation challenge these 

stereotypes and help to show part of the reason why black metal in a country such as Norway has 

reached the high levels of national acceptance. Following a quantitative investigation using surveys  

distributed at a German metal festival, Chaker finds that black and death metal fans typically defy 

the common stereotypes assigned to them. Chaker's results suggest that rather than being social 

outsiders, fans of extreme music are more often than not normalized members of society who "are 

able to switch ad libitum between scene-life and everyday-life and do what is expected and 

appropriate in the respective context."79 Politically, death metal fans tend to be more moderate than 

their black metal counterparts with black metal fans typically supporting far-left or far-right parties. 

Furthermore, both black and death metal fans are productive members of society that are either 

employed or studying, with those out of school having education beyond the basic levels.  

 For Chaker the level of education of the average listener is a significant aspect of analyzing 

extreme metal and is a sign of a phenomenon that Bettina Roccor in Heavy Metal. Kunst. Kommerz. 

Ketzerei  refers to as the bourgeoisation of heavy metal.80 In this assessment of heavy metal, the 

stereotype of the undereducated, working class white male listener is challenged with the idea that 

heavy metal and its associated subgenres have listeners that are in reality more diverse and come 

from a variety of backgrounds. As Keith Kahn-Harris attests, there "is very limited data suggesting 

that metal is predominately white, male, heterosexual and working class" and that only "recently 

there have been some studies of metal and extreme metal in a number of non-American global 

contexts."81 Kahn-Harris's assessment of metal and extreme metal as a global phenomenon stresses 

the need for studies into both the music and the culture of metal to be made on a case by case basis 

that take into consideration regional and national attitudes for the development of localized scenes 

rather than the overarching American or British dominated theories that have guided the study of 

metal music to this point. Yet, in order to do so other fields of study must be used to gain insight. 
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Cultural Industry, Imagined Communities, and Cultural Memory 

 Most studies of extreme metal deal with the music and the culture surrounding it almost 

exclusively as a sociological or anthropological issue. This is especially apparent when extreme metal 

is discussed as a subculture or as a response to dominant culture forms. However, discussing 

Norwegian black metal in purely social terms or as a resistance to dominant culture is not adequate. 

Understanding Norwegian black metal in this way not only fails to recognize the role of nationalism 

and identity in Norway, but fails to recognize how black metal has become appropriated into the 

reproduction of hegemonic forms of national identity. Vital to understanding this style of music and 

the role it has in Norway are the concepts of cultural industry, imagined communities, and cultural 

memory in the reproduction of nationalism and dominant cultural forms. This applies not only to 

the semiotics of the music and lyrical content, but also to the album artwork and images used in 

Norwegian black metal. 

 In discussing cultural industry it is important to establish what exactly is meant by such a term. 

This is an issue dealt with by Dominic Power in his research on the economic relevance and impact 

of cultural production in Scandinavia. In defining cultural industry, Power draws upon a rather 

broad definition of cultural industry-products from cultural and economic theorist  Allen Scott, 

stating: 

whatever the physio-economic constitution of such products, the sectors that make the material are all 
engaged in the creation of marketable outputs whose competitive qualities depend on the fact that 
they function at least in part as personal ornaments, modes of display, aesthecicized objects, forms of 
entertainment and distraction, or sources of information and self-awareness, i.e. as artifacts whose 
psychic gratification to  the consumer is high relative to utilitarian purpose.82 

Music and, for the purposes of this study, Norwegian black metal can be included in Scott's 

definition of a cultural product. However, Power notes that such a wide-ranging definition can 

include anything from "furniture design to photography"83 and further stresses the "importance of 

culture in the development and function of the Nordic economies."84 Drawing on both Scott's 

definition and Power's stress on the importance of cultural products in the Nordic economies, it is 

fair to say that companies and in some instances  governments are using 'Norwegian-ness' or 

"Swedish-ness" as marketing and selling points.  
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 Given this and that Norwegian black metal has become Norway's biggest cultural export, it is fair 

to say that Norwegian black metal has become an important part of Norway's cultural production. 

As an extreme form of music, Norwegian black metal in economic terms contributes little to the 

overall welfare and economic health of Norway. However, as the nation's main cultural export it is 

arguable that  Norwegian black metal's impact should not be weighed strictly in its economic 

contributions. Norwegian black metal's importance lies in its reproduction of hegemonic versions of 

Norwegian identity. Initially such a claim may seem at odds with the ideologies that have been fixed 

to black metal as whole. As most academic and non-academic studies will attest, extreme metal and 

Norwegian black metal are beholden to a particular set of social codes that bind them as a social 

group and set them apart from mainstream society. Yet, as Chaker has points out, the extreme metal 

listener behaves in normalized ways. Additionally, it is important to note that even though they are 

imagining themselves as a distinct social group, followers of Norwegian black metal are reflecting 

the same values that form a hegemonic Norwegian identity.  

 Fundamental to Norwegian identity is the concept of sameness or likhet. Marianne Gullestad in 

discussing the problems of immigrant integration in Norway identifies likhet as a key factor when 

approaching an understanding of Norwegian society. In the process of ethnification that 

accompanies immigration there are certain ethnic boundaries that define groups.85 Gullestad notes 

that in the "Norwegian debate about immigration, the boundary is not only organizational but also 

cultural."86 While the organizational problems reflect an issue of the bureaucratic institutions of the 

state, the problem of overcoming a cultural barrier is particularly challenging because it that has its 

own language and set of symbols that are tied to a collective identity. In relating this to Norwegian 

black metal, it is precisely this cultural barrier that makes this genre of music part of Norwegian 

identity because it uses cultural barriers that are distinctly Norwegian in their music and inspiration. 

Furthermore, the cultural barriers that are used by Norwegian black metal are also key components 

to the formation of Norwegian nationalism and reinforce Norwegian identity. 

 An important concept in understanding Norwegian black metal when discussing its ties to 

Norwegian nationalism and identity is Benedict Anderson's idea of imagined communities. Before 

exploring the concept of imagined communities there needs to be a firm understanding of what is 

meant by the terms nationalism and collective identity. First and foremost, nationalism must be 
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understood in terms of modernity. Erick Hobsbawm makes the argument that the most essential 

quality "of the modern nation and everything connected with it is its modernity."87 Such a claim is 

important in making a distinction concerning the origins of modern nations. It is contrary to the 

"view that modern nations are based on ethnic identities that are in some sense ancient, primordial, 

possibly even natural or at least prior to any particular political mobilization."88 Furthermore, 

nationalism must be understood in a global context and "any discourse of nationalism must take 

place on an international stage" where the expression of "distinctiveness vis-á-vis other nations, 

claims to at least some level of autonomy and self-sufficiency, and claims to certain rights within a 

world-system of states."89 For Craig Calhoun, this is even the case "if nationalist claims to primordial 

origins, ancient ethnic pedigrees, or hallowed founding histories were all true" and for "even 

'extreme' forms such as National Socialism, despite the tendency of modernization theorists and 

others to treat Nazism as a throwback to the pre-modern era."90 Additionally, nationalism must not 

be thought of as a "latent force that manifests itself only under extraordinary conditions," but rather 

as an idea that is ever-present in shaping "our consciousness and the way we constitute the meaning 

of the world."91  

 In the tendency for those who support a primordialist view of modern nations, there often 

includes a discourse that fits Anderson's concept of imagined communities. For Anderson, the 

definition of nation is also centered around the idea of modernity. However, Anderson stresses that 

the nation "is an imagined political community" because of the fact that "members of even the 

smallest nation will never know most of their fellow-members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet 

in the minds of each lives the image of their communion."92 This sort of imagining not only means 

that there is a connection with those of the present day, but it also includes a connection to peoples 

and a way of life from the ancient past. In understanding the modern nation in this way, it is 

important to realize nations are the results of the cultural systems that produced them. Moreover, 

Anderson contends that "if nation-states are widely conceded to be 'new' and 'historical,' the nations 
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to which they give political expression always loom out of an immemorial past and… glides into a 

limitless future."93  

 Equally essential in understanding nationalism is the concept of cultural memory. As Jan 

Assmann asserts, the concurrent yet independent formation of collective memory and cultural 

identity by sociologist Maurice Halbwachs and art historian and cultural theorist Aby Warburg took 

"the discourse concerning collective knowledge out of a biological framework into a cultural one."94 

Fundamental to the idea of cultural memory is 'everyday communication' and the role it plays into 

the construction collective memory. Halbwachs insists that "individual memory constitutes itself in 

communication with others" and is "socially mediated" accordingly as it relates to groups and 

'others' outside the group.95 However, Assmann notes in the move from 'everyday communication' 

to 'objectivized culture,' Halbwach's concepts must serve as metaphors as Halbwach himself did not 

deal with culture on a large scale or, as in this case, a national level.96 Therefore, in utilizing 

Halbwach's ideas in a national context, Assmann expands these concepts in the formulation of 

cultural memory. 

  For Assmann, cultural memory, like Anderson's idea of collective identity, is based on the notion 

that it connects to a immemorial past. However, in Assmann's concept of cultural memory there are 

'fixed points' which serve as "fateful events of the past, whose memory is maintained through 

cultural formation (texts, rites, monuments) and institutional communication (recitation, practice, 

observance)."97 When working in this manner, cultural memory takes these 'fixed points' and 

expands them into spaces of 'retrospective contemplativeness' with the use of 'mnemonic energy' as 

prescribed by Warburg in his ideas on cultural formation.98 As an art historian, Warburg was 

particularly concerned with images and the power they had in Western civilization. This applied not 

only to forms of high art, but "also to posters, postage stamps, costumes, customs," or any image 

that can be consumed, making it vital the construction of "pictorial memory."99 In the construction 

of the modern nation, these forms help construct figures and images from bygone eras in order to 

maintain a "culturally institutionalized heritage of a society" that promotes a system of values by 
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emphasizing particular symbols that are important in maintaining self-image. Furthermore, cultural 

memory through the use of reusable symbols and rituals is reflexive in the interpretation and 

promotion of culture because it "draws on itself to explain, distinguish, reinterpret, criticize, censure, 

control, surpass, and receive hypoleptically."100 

 For Norwegian black metal, much of the inspiration and content comes from a vision of Norway 

that fulfills what Anderson and Assmann are claiming in the formation of the modern nation and 

culture. Fundamental in the construction of collective identity and cultural memory in Norway are 

the ideas of likhet and cultural industry. Through these processes it can be seen that Norwegian black 

metal, despite being a form of extreme metal, has been both a key aspect of the promotion of 

Norwegian culture and a factor in the reinforcement of hegemonic cultural forms in Norway. As 

demonstrated, music is an important tool for the transference of ideas. Every part of music plays a 

role in how it relates to the listener. Through these semantic forms, music is vital to understanding 

the time period from which it is produced. Importantly though, music serves as a reflection of 

society. For Norway, Norwegian black metal through the use of musical semantics both reflects and 

strengthens a hegemonic national identity.  
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Chapter 4: Norwegian Nationalism  

 The extremity of Norwegian black metal may initially seem at odds with the commonly held 

perceptions of Norway as a seemingly tranquil and idyllic country. The question of how Norwegian 

black metal was able to develop and flourish in such a location is a point often brought up in books 

and documentaries. Often times authors and film makers will point to the uniqueness of Norway in 

terms of its geographic location and some extent part attribute the rise of Norwegian black metal to 

this as well as its pre-Christian history. Yet, they will gloss over or entirely miss the importance 

Norwegian Romanticism and the development after the Second World War played in creating the 

nation's historical and cultural narrative. In starting an investigation into Norwegian black metal and 

its prominent status in Norwegian culture, some context must be given into Norwegian perceptions 

of art, history, and, national consciousness. By having this as a point of reference, the methodology 

of the analysis of Norwegian black metal bands and their links to Norwegian romanticism, 

nationalism, and constructed will become apparent and allow for the start of an examination of the 

cases that will be presented in the analysis.    

 The development of nationalism in Norway should be viewed in the context of the nationalist 

awakening of Europe that occurred in the nineteenth century and the conflicts that started with the 

French Revolutionary Wars. Through much of its existence, Norway had remained on the periphery 

of European geo-political struggles. This was due to its geographic location, but also because 

subjugation by first Denmark and then Sweden. Essential to understanding the development of 

Norwegian nationalism and romanticism are the relationships Norway had with both Denmark and 

Sweden. Though the relationships were multifaceted, the primary concern in this investigation will 

focus on culture with an exploration into some of the political and economic issues that were 

present at the time. Additionally, a glimpse into Norway's experience in the Second World War and 

post-war social and economic development will be necessary to attain a full understanding of the 

construction Norwegian national identity. 

Union with Denmark 

 Throughout its union with Denmark, the issue of language in Norway was a point of cultural 

divergence. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the problem of language was further 

exacerbated with the influx of German and Danish urban bourgeoisie and embetsstand to Norway, the 
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pietistic reformation of eighteenth century, and introduction of compulsory education in 1739-41.101 

Throughout this period, Norwegian was the primary spoken language while Danish was the main 

written language both in schools and in religious education. For Ståle Dyrvik, having dual languages 

that occupied two spheres of life was problematic for the development of "writing and self-

expression" and would prove to be one of the aspects upon which Norwegian nationalism and 

romanticism would be constructed.102 However, the issue of language was but one of the areas 

where cultural differences occurred.  

 During the period of union with Denmark, the primary consumers of culture in Norway were the 

bourgeoisie and the embetsstand. As the holders of elite culture in Norway, these groups were highly 

influential in how the construction of Norwegian culture would develop. Due to their connections 

to Europe, the bourgeoisie and the embetsstand looked abroad to fulfill their desires. This combined 

with the fact that the elite consumers of culture in the union were based in Copenhagen meant that 

there was space for a unique folk culture to develop that was unhindered by outside influences.103 

Added to this was the fact that the only university in the union was located in Copenhagen, a 

problem that left a lack of scholarship in Norway and resulted in even higher costs for those from 

Norway who attended the university.  

 Though language and the development of a distinct Norwegian folk culture during the Danish 

rule of Norway are instrumental in understanding Norwegian nationalism and romanticism that 

would flourish in the nineteenth century, political and economic events are also important to 

understanding the realization of Norwegian self-awareness during its union with Denmark. With a 

renewed interest in the economic development of Norway, academically inclined members of the 

Norwegian embetsstand began producing detailed accounts of their "natural environment” and 

“economic conditions."104 According to Dyrvik, all of the authors "agreed that nature had richly 

endowed Norway and that the country was inhabited by an energetic, distinctive, and independent 

race."105 From these beginnings, a natural history of Norway was written by Gerhard Schøning in the 

1770s which set out to detail Norway before the Danish union. It is also around this time that the 

bourgeoisie and the embetsmenn began to embrace patriotic feelings and a recognition of Norway as 
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their homeland. Additionally, Dyrvik notes that this new form of patriotism included "a great 

respect accorded to the indigenous population, the Norwegian peasantry."106 Norway's natural 

resources and 'indigenous population' had long served as an important stream of revenue for the 

Danes. Customs totaled around thirty-five percent of Norway's state income, most of which came 

from the timber trade.107 It must be noted that between Denmark and Norway, higher taxes were 

paid by the Danish population. However, Norway made up the difference with conscription for the 

both the land and naval forces, a burden that would be that would be greatly felt during Denmark-

Norway's involvement in the Napoleonic Wars.  

Union with Sweden and Cultural Interaction  

 While the dissolution of the Danish and Norwegian union coincided with the Napoleonic Wars, 

the conflict itself was not the sole reason. Norwegian political self-recognition and the demand for 

more autonomy were also decisive factors. Yet, it was ultimately military defeat at the hands of 

Sweden and the Crown Prince Karl Johan through the Treaty of Kiel in 1814 that ended the 

centuries long union of Denmark and Norway and ushered in a new union with Sweden. The 

transitional period for Norway was vital to the realization of greater autonomy. This came in the 

form of a constitution on 17 May of 1814 that outlined the fundamental principles to which the 

Norwegian state should be governed. This constitution, sometimes referred to as the 'embetsstandens 

constitution' for they were the ones most responsible for drafting it, included provisions for a 

separation of powers and popular sovereignty.108 When at last the union was confirmed between 

Norway and Sweden, the terms were based on the principles found in the Norwegian constitution 

stating that Norway was "a free, independent, indivisible and inalienable realm, united with Sweden 

under one King."109 Furthermore, upon agreeing to a union with Sweden the Norwegian Storting 

'elected and recognized' Karl XIII as king of Norway on 4 November 1814.110 The language used by 

the Storting in recognizing Karl XIII is of particular importance. As H. Arnold Barton attests, in 
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stating "that the Swedish king was 'elected and recognized,' the Norwegian Storting left his position 

ambiguous" and held "underlying implication for the future that if they possessed the freedom to 

elect, they were also free to dispose."111  

 Though the threat of military intervention to force a more conservative constitution with greater 

authority to the Swedish crown was nearly realized after Karl XIV Johan ascended to the throne in 

1818, Norway retained its constitution and relative political autonomy with liberal self-government. 

However, as Barton notes, the keen focus on political issues in the process of changing unions from 

Denmark to Sweden left a void in establishing its own culture. Though there were steps in 

attempting realize a Norwegian identity under Danish rule, Norway and its cultural were still tied to 

Denmark in the decades following 1814.112 Considered to be a backwater of high culture and 

learning by influential Swedes,113 Norway struggled with grasping its own identity in the new union, 

yet Norway's peasants and nature were a source of inspiration for Swedish authors and artists. These 

romanticized concepts can be seen in the engravings of Carl Johan Fahlcrantz and Micheal Gustav 

Anckarsvärd as well as in the comparisons of Norway to the newly founded United States of 

America and the "offered dream of primitive innocence in grandiose surroundings, of sturdy and 

independent cultivators of the soil, of freedom and equality, and a better tomorrow."114 Additionally, 

some of Sweden's most renown poets such as Esaias Tegnér and Erik Gustav Geijer utilized 

Norwegian scenery and characters in their work as it was accepted that Norway best preserved 

"history and the lore of the Viking age" and served "as the living monument to the Old Nordic 

heritage."115 

Rise of Norwegian National Romanticism 

 The surge of romanticism that rose in the mid-nineteenth century in Norway is in large part due 

to the role Sweden had in recognizing the uniqueness of Norway's cultural and natural heritage. 

Though Norway was granted a university at the end of Danish rule, it lacked the many cultural 

institutions. Therefore it could be expected that Norwegians would be inspired by the work of 
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Swedish authors and artists, especially when one considers that the subject and themes of the 

Swedish works were centered on idealizing Norwegians and their homeland. However, as 

Norwegian authors and artists began contributing their own romanticized visions of Norway, their 

work differed from their Swedish counterparts' focus on "heroic figures and scenes from Nordic 

antiquity" and instead by the 1840s found inspiration in folktales, traditional folk melodies, and 

landscapes and genre painting as produced by the Düsseldorf school.116  

 There were many central figures that established Norwegian romanticism in Norway and to 

create a unique cultural and national identity at this time. Visually, Adolf Tidemand and Hans 

Frederik Gude were instrumental in inspiring other Norwegian artists to the Norwegian landscape 

and peasant life with, among others, their collaboration on Brudeferden i Hardanger (Peasant Wedding at 

Hardanger) and Likferd På Sognefjorden (Funeral at the Sognefjord ).117 Musically, the works of violinist and 

composer Ole Bull along with Richard Nordraak, and Halfdan Kjerulf were responsible for the 

introduction of "folk melodies and musical idioms" into Norwegian music, a trend that would be 

followed by fellow Norwegians Edvard Greig, Christian Sinding, and Johan Svendsen.118 When 

mentioning the influence of the Norwegian peasant it is impossible not to include the contributions 

made by Peter Christian Asbjørnson and Jørgen Moe. Their work in collecting traditions and 

folklore that had been passed orally from generation to generation amongst the Norwegian 

peasantry was crucial not only in its inspiration to artists and musicians, but also in preserving the 

tales and in helping to establish a distinct Norwegian language.119 

 The creation of a Norwegian language was of particular importance during this time. As Øystein 

Sørensen notes, "to a nationalist movement, a language of its own will be one of the most central 

cultural markers" that will help distinguish itself as unique from other nations and "give the cultural 

material of one's own nation’s direction and structure."120 Though the issue of a Norwegian language 

was presented in the Act of Union of 1815 which bound Norway to the Swedish throne, it took 

until the 1840s to find alternatives to Danish as the written language of Norway. Of particular 

importance in synthesizing a new language was Henrik Wergeland and his introduction of 

Norwegian idioms to his writings starting in the 1850s. Along with Wergeland, Bjørnestjerne 
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Bjørnson and other Norwegian writers used this process of transforming Dano-Norwegian to form 

a new construction called Riksmål in1899. More radical steps were taken by Ivar Aasen starting in 

the 1840s, who, by taking Norwegian peasant dialects, particularly in the western regions, completed 

both a grammar book and a dictionary that led to the creation of Landsmål, later renamed Nynorsk.121 

 These efforts in establishing a new language that was uniquely Norwegian were opposed by more 

conservative elements in Norway. Foremost among those opposed an inward view of national 

identity was Johan Sebastian Welhaven who headed an intellectual group called the Intelligenspartiet 

(Intelligence Party). Though himself a promoter of nationalism, Welhaven was opposed to 

Wergeland's "dangerous populism and narrow cultural chauvinism" that sought to give political 

power to the peasantry and tarnish Norway's budding culture with the vulgarities of the masses.122 

Instead, Welhaven believed that Norway should turn to Europe for its culture and develop its 

national identity based on reason and not depend on the "Romantic facade" typical of the "semiotic 

inventory of Romanticism - 'forest cathedrals,' 'proud free peasants,' and 'sacred mountains.'"123 

However, as Nina Witoszek contends, it was "not the Romantic, spiritual peasant at one with Nature 

but the rationalist peasant who was elevated into a cultural hero."124  

 The idea of the 'rationalist peasant' was one that was shared across Sweden-Norway and 

Denmark in the larger concept of Pan-Scandinavianism. This idea of a singular identity among those 

who inhabited Sweden-Norway and Denmark had a cultural and political dimension. The 

foundations of Scandinavian identity can be seen with the inclusion of the term 'Viking' in the 

compound words such as vikingefærd (Viking raid) and vikingeånd (Viking spirit) by Danish "national 

romantic philologists" from the nineteenth century.125 However, a more generalized idea of a 

'Nordic' identity can be traced further back to the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and a 

collection of Icelandic scripts. As the capital of a "wide-reaching North Atlantic empire 

incorporating Norway, Iceland, and the Faeroes," Copenhagen was the epicenter of a "distinct 

Nordic past."126 Through the efforts of playwrights and archaeologists, Denmark in the first half of 

the nineteenth century became enamored with Vikings, a "mythological intoxication," and a "Nordic 
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longing."127 Examples of this can include Lorenz Frölich's illustrations of the "zoomorphic 

ornamentation" of Vikings, establishment of a professorship of "Old Norse language and mythology 

at the University of Copenhagen," and the first steam locomotive in Denmark being named 

'Odin.'128  

 These developments were highly influential in Norway. As with Denmark, Norway also 

experienced a "mythological intoxication" and a fascination with the Viking Age. In wanting to 

return to a 'golden age,' Norway was expressing a desire to break free from a history that was 

dominated by foreign rule. Yet, romantic nationalists in Norway focused less on the heroic image of 

the Vikings but rather found inspiration in their assumed characteristics of freedom and connection 

to nature. This connection to the past can seen as an attempt to recreate "the spirit of independence 

and adventure (and craftsmanship)" which the Norwegian romantic nationalists claimed the "ancient 

Norwegians" both had and embodied.129 Conceptualizing Norway's ancient past in this way allowed 

Norwegian romantic nationalists to align contemporary political struggles with a constructed view of 

history that emphasized a 'golden age' of Norwegian freedom and self-determination.  

 In addition to the Vikings and mythology, the Pan Scandinavian movement also focused on the 

peasant. As established, the peasant or folk in the Scandinavian context was viewed to encompass 

rational Enlightenment ideals. In this romanticized vision of the folk were seen as the "carriers of 

freedom, equality, and education."130 In many ways it was a response to the rise of romantic German 

nationalism and the threats it posed. In the German context, the peasant or volk as a romanticized 

entity was introduced by Johann Gottfried Herder in the late eighteenth century. It must be noted 

thought that Herder's vision of the volk was "decidedly democratic and cosmopolitan" and 

contrasted greatly with the volk ideal that would come to grip Germany later in the nineteenth 

century.131 The romanticized idea of the volk was appropriated by conservative elements in Germany 

as an effort to combat the rise of Marxist ideals which viewed the peasant as "private property" and 

the cogs of a feudal system.132 The German volk was infused with anti-liberal sentiment that rejected 

much of the Western European ideas from the Enlightenment which at least in some ways must be 
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attributed to the absence of a liberal-democracy in Germany.133 Politically, the success of the volk in 

Germany as a conservative platform contrasts greatly with the folk in Norway. While there was 

conservative support for Pan-Scandinavianism in the Swedish and Norwegian union, the liberalized 

concepts behind the romanticized folk were utilized by the Venstre and would prove instrumental in 

political bond between the urban workers and the rural agriculturist.  

 Though the rise of Nordic or Scandinavian was influential in creating a unique identity in 

Norway, Sweden, and Denmark, its efforts politically were largely a failure, especially when held in 

comparison to similar, concurrent movements elsewhere in Europe. According to Uffe Østergård, 

Pan-Scandinavianism should be seen as a contemporary to the Italian and German movements, 

though without the backing a strong military state.134 Attempts were made by both Oscar I of 

Sweden and Frederick VII of Denmark to form a defensive alliance, with Swedish soldiers even 

occupying North Schleswig during peace negotiations following an insurrection. However, due to 

geopolitical circumstances and the death of Oscar I, such an alliance failed to materialize and the 

chance of a unified Scandinavian state under one king was dashed when Prussia annexed 

Schleswig.135 This was further underpinned by the calls for complete political autonomy in Norway 

in the last decades of the nineteenth century, a vision that was realized with the dissolution of the 

Sweden-Norway union in 1905. However even before the end of the union, Pan-Scandinavianism 

faded to a more open Nordic identity that would eventually include Finland in the twentieth century 

as it found itself in a geopolitical quandary at the approach of the Second World War between 

Stalin's Soviet Union and Hitler's Germany. 

The Second World War to Present Day 

During the years of occupation, Norway underwent a process of Nazification that sought to 

install national socialist agendas into domestic political affairs, public institutions, and other 

organizations. These attempts led by first Vidkun Quisling and then Josef Terboven of the 

Norwegian affiliated National Socialist Party, were met with resistance both politically and militarily. 

According to Rolf Danielsen and Edgar Hovland, the resistance efforts to "occupy a central place in 

the history of the war years" and provided a source of national unity.136 Though national solidarity 
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was at high levels, Norway was not without its challenges after the war. Many of the country's ports 

and towns were in various states of disrepair and following the German scorched earth policy after 

the Soviet invasion in Finnmark and north Troms in late 1944 left large swathes of the north 

completely devastated.137 Recovery would be difficult, but would prove to be the foundations upon 

which the current economic basis and social fabric would thrive. Within five years nearly all sectors 

of the Norwegian economy were either at or above pre-war levels. This would ultimately serve as a 

starting point for a renewed Norway, one that was prosperous with a high degree of social equality 

under Arbeiderpartiets (Labor Party) political leadership.  

Perceptions of Culture 

 A society that is composed heavily of the middle-class will leave a distinct mark upon how a 

culture and cultural products are formed and accepted. For Norway, the construction of the middle 

class and the values it holds on a national level can be largely attributed the influence of conservative 

Protestant values. In discussing domestic aesthetics, Pauline Garvey claims that the persistence of 

these values are responsible for the "commonly valorized value of practicality" that is present in the 

construction of private spaces.138 When combined with social democratic values, practicality forms a 

fundamental component of conformity. Garvey contends that "alikeness or egalitarianism" does not 

always "mean factual equality."139 Such issues are apparent in the problems of integration of 

minorities and crossing cultural boundaries, which in the case of Norway is particularly difficult. 

However, the concept of functionality is important in the idea of aesthetics and contributes greatly 

to how Norwegians perceive cultural forms such as art, literature, and music.  

 This topic is dealt with by Campbell Crockett in his observations describing typical Norwegian 

attitudes towards the arts. Aware of the inherent dangers of ascribing generalities to an entire 

populous, Crockett nonetheless observes some revealing aspects that are shared amongst 

Norwegians. Crockett argues that Norwegians "are inclined to take a serious, sometimes almost 

deadly, attitude towards the arts, and they expect to receive a cognitive content from them" and 

stresses that the arts in Norway figure centrally in Norwegian life.140 Essentially, the arts must 
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function as more than just an image on a canvas or a sound that fills the air. There should be a 

meaning which can be taken from the work, something that elicits a response or emotion. 

Furthermore, Crockett contends that attitude towards the arts is born of "a serious and penetrating 

curiosity about theological and philosophical questions" that is at least in some part the result of 

Norway's artistic past.141 Crockett notes the works of Henrik Ibsen, Evard Munch, and Gustav 

Vigeland as influencers of the heavy contemplativeness in which Norwegians assess the arts. 

However, the same could be said for the national romantics and their contributions. While their 

works celebrate Norwegian nature, the peasant, and mythology, the national romantics are also 

forcing the viewer or listener to contemplate the essence of Norway and the uniqueness of its nature 

and people.  

 Additionally, education has been important in the distribution of national identity and culture in 

Norway. Jon Lauglo claims that in contradiction to the other Western nations, Norway's education 

system from 1880 to 1920 was a "golden age of the teacher cum Venstre politician" who made up the 

majority of educators in rural areas.142 Throughout this period, and indeed well in to 1960s, the 

promotion of a Norwegian culture that stressed "nationalism, the New Norse language revival, 

political rights, lay control of churches, and the importance of the temperance movement" 

dominated populist rhetoric.143 An example of this can been seen in the introduction of a "Norse 

line" in 1914 that was intended to substitute Latin and Greek to stress "national history and 

literature and the Old Norse of medieval times."144 Such measures persisted after the Second World 

War as well, with classical languages being "nearly banished because they were considered to [be]  

antithetical to Norwegian culture." With this there has been the dissemination of vernacular dialects 

through education and the teacher-dominated Venstre. Though Bokmål has remained prevalent in 

urban areas due to Arbeiderpartiet not actively adopting the dialect, Nynorsk, through the work Venstre 

in the countryside, has become the main language of the Western coastline, rural districts, and has 

become more frequent in popular forms of music.145 

 In assessing the development of nationalism in Norway, it can be seen that Norwegian self-

awareness as a nation was established in the modern age. It was, and still is, a constructed identity 
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that interprets the past in a very specific way. First, the construction of Norwegian nationalism 

needs to be seen in the context of Norway's unions with Denmark and Sweden. During these 

periods Norwegian identity was formed through both political and cultural means. Fundamental to 

both of these aspects were the efforts of romantic nationalists in Norway who used Norway's 

natural beauty, ancient past, and peasantry through artistic mediums. Added to this was the role of 

education in spreading Norwegian culture throughout the population and the development of 

Norwegian nationalism after the German invasion of Norway during the Second World War. 

Through both political and armed resistance, Norway was able to garner national unity and cement 

an identity that was based on the heroics during its occupation. Combined with the political 

dominance of Arbeiderpartiet, Norway experienced the growth of a stable middle-class and the 

expansion of the ideals of equality and egalitarianism. Taken together, all of these factors have 

influenced the development of Norwegian identity, yet the question remains as to how these 

developments have been utilized or reinforced by Norwegian black metal.  
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Chapter 5: Methods  

 In assessing how Norwegian black metal has entered into the national discourse of Norwegian 

identity through the use of Norway's accepted forms of nationalism, it is vital to analyze the 

evidence and materials in a coherent manner. In order to do this, the subject matter must be broken 

down into categories that relate to various themes that are apparent in both Norway's accepted 

forms of national identity and in Norwegian black metal. However before doing so it is necessary to 

identify how the categories have been constructed and understand why it was done in this manner. 

To examine the source material, an analysis of texts and images will be utilized following the critical 

discourse analysis of Norman Fairclough, Ruth Wodak, Gunther Kress, and Theo Van Leeuwen 

Additionally, Harris' work in Extreme Metal will also play a role in approaching images and text as it is 

particularly useful in deconstructing the semiotics of extreme music. 

 As a methodology, critical discourse analysis is generally associated with the "intersection of 

language and social structure."146 As laid out by Fairclough, critical discourse analysis involves a three 

part structure that "provides a methodological blueprint" for the study of "transparent structural 

relationships, discrimination, power and control as manifested by language."147 This is done by 

approaching discourse first through examining the grammar, structure, and consistency of a given 

text, second by seeing how discourse is made available, i.e. production, circulation, and consumption 

of text, and third by examining the effects these processes have on hegemony and ideology.148 In the 

field of history, critical discourse analysis has made use of ideas and classifications that include "text 

linguistics, stylistics, social semiotics, social cognition, rhetoric, and, more recently, conversation 

analysis."149 Additionally, Wodak utilizes a "discourse-historical method" with the intent of tracing a 

"history of phrases and arguments" by using primary sources and connecting them to current events 

with the assistance of ethnographic research and data collection.150 In order to assess Norwegian 

black metal in this manner it will be necessary to analyze lyrics and interviews with the artists with 

the intention of showing textual links to the Norwegian nationalism and identity and the historical 

factors that led to their formation.   
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  Though critical discourse analysis is generally associated with linguistic concepts, investigating 

purely textual sources is inadequate when dealing with discourses of nationalism and identity. In 

addition to examining lyrics and interviews, it is necessary to also look at the visual elements of 

Norwegian black metal to further identify the connection between it and hegemonic Norwegian 

nationalism and identity. In order to achieve this, a critical discourse analysis of images following the 

methods used by Kress and van Leeuwen will be applied. As the role of images have increasingly 

become more important in how ideas and concepts have been spread, Kress and van Leeuwen argue 

that having "visual literacy" is essential.151 Additionally, images should stand on their own and do not 

necessarily need the support of text to convey a meaning, though this does not mean that images 

with text are not worthy of study, but rather need an analytic mode that incorporates the two outside 

of the realm of linguistic constraints. Though the study of images owes much to linguistics, it is 

important that images be studied free of the rules that govern language. Instead, images have their 

own set of 'semiotic modes' or metafunctions that are specific to assess visual communication. Kress 

and van Leeuwen defines these metafunctions as the ideational, or a semiotic mode that represents 

"aspects of the world as it experienced by humans."152 Also, the interpersonal, or how an image is 

able to project "relations between the producer or a (complex) sign, and the receiver/reproducer of 

that sign" that corresponds to the social relationship between the object, the producer, and the 

receiver/reproducer.153 Furthermore, the textual, or the combination of text and image "cohere both 

internally with each other and externally with the context in and for which they were produced."154 

All of these modes operate within a social and culturally defined framework that may differ when 

viewed outside the context from which they are presented.  

 For Norwegian black metal, the signs and images used often have multiple meanings, ones that 

correspond to the construction of black metal subculture and, importantly for this thesis, meanings 

that reproduce and confirm Norwegian nationalism and identity. At this point, Harris' study on the 

semiotics of extreme metal are essential in discerning the meanings between the images presented in 

Norwegian black metal and those used by other forms of extreme metal, including other forms of 

black metal. By using this as a point of reference, it should then be possible to distinguish between 

the images and symbols shared by all forms of extreme metal and those exclusively within 
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Norwegian black metal. Therefore the examination of accompanying photos and artwork of albums 

as well as various promotional material including, but not limited to, tour posters, magazine 

advertisements, and photos of live performances by Norwegian black metal bands will be studied to 

explore how they relate to Norwegian nationalism and identity.  

 To analyze the lyrics, interviews, images, and other forms of visual communication it is necessary 

to divide the source material into three categories. These categories have been based on prominent 

themes in the historical construction of Norwegian nationalism and identity. The first of these 

categories entails romanticized concepts of nature. This basis for historical comparison will be 

drawn from national romantic artwork that espouses the unique beauty of Norway's natural terrain 

and the focus of this section will be primarily on images. The second category of analysis will include 

instances Norway's ancient past and instances of folklore. The intent of this section will be to show 

the cultural impact of the romanticized Viking as well as include textual and visual references to 

Nordic mythology and folklore in an attempt to illustrate the pervasiveness of a romanticized, 

ancient history in contemporary Norwegian society. The final category will focus on the inclusion of 

Norway's modern symbols of identity, including the use of Norway's involvement in the Second 

World War as well as the use of the Norwegian language and flag. The goal of this section will be to 

show how the implementations of modern historical and political symbols work to differentiate 

Norway on a global scale while at the same time confirm domestic Norwegian identity.  

 In addition, it should be noted as to why the sources were chosen. Beyond their shared text and 

imagery with Norwegian nationalism and identity, the bands used for the analysis have been selected 

because they are either commercially successful or have been recognized in Norway by various 

institutions for their artistic and musical contributions. The intent behind selecting in this manner is 

to focus on those bands that have attained popularity beyond the musical underground. 

Additionally, almost all of the bands will have roots in the early days of the Norwegian black metal 

genre and will serve as an example as to how the use of Norwegian nationalism and identity has 

served as important factors in their careers. By doing this, it avoids the quantitative problems of 

analyzing and including all Norwegian black metal bands and avoids the near impossible task of 

including the vast numbers of obscure bands. Also, the fact that many bands after the initial impact 

of Norwegian black metal in the early 1990s, there were few who contributed anything original to 

the Norwegian black metal scene. Therefore the bands that will be analyzed are the ones that are 

most commonly known in Norwegian black metal.  Also, it should be noted that many of the bands 
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and albums overlap categories. Rather than this presenting a problem, it should underscore the 

impact Norwegian nationalism and identity has had on the artists and accentuate the multifaceted 

nature of national identity. 
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Part II 

Chapter 6: Analysis - Romanticized Nature 

 As described earlier, Norwegian black metal has a decades' long lineage into the history of rock 'n 

roll and heavy metal. Through this development, the imagery and symbols used typically revolve 

around the 'forbidden', Satanism, and the occult. What makes Norwegian black metal interesting in 

this development is not the continuation of these themes, but rather the inclusion of themes that are 

quintessentially Norwegian, express hegemonic notions of nature and reinforce Gullestad's notion of 

likhet in cultural constructions. In this section of the analysis the focus will be on the romanticization 

of Norwegian nature in the album artwork and official photos of Norwegian black metal bands. 

These will then be compared to the works of Norwegian national romantic artists to show 

similarities in the semiotics between them and their shared construction of idealized nature within 

the framework of Norwegian identity. The semiotics in questions will revolve around the use of 

symbols that are particular to Norwegian nature. This includes the use of certain trees, such as birch, 

spruce, and other coniferous and deciduous trees native to Norway and the inclusion of mountains, 

fjell, fjords, and other forms of natural terrain. However, the analysis also incorporates less tangible 

elements and focuses on atmospheric qualities, their meanings, and the impact they  have on the 

viewer as well as on  the listener of Norwegian black metal in connecting the semiotic structures of 

images and sound,  enabling a bond between the visual, music, and national identity. 

 Before analyzing the images and the symbols in them, it is important to establish the role nature 

and the natural environment has played in the construction of Norwegian identity. As Viggo Vestal 

contends, since the beginnings of national self-awareness in Norway "nature in general has had a 

very positive aura in Norwegian public life and in many ways functioned as national emblems."155 In 

some ways this is unsurprising given the geographic extremes of the country. Any reference to fjords 

most likely conjures up thoughts of Norway's western coastline resplendent with the beauty that can 

be found there. However, the unique geography of Norway is the embodiment of certain concepts 

Norwegians have attached to the natural terrain. Just as the bønder embodied the ideals of the 

Enlightenment during the formation of nationalism, nature too symbolizes personal freedom and 
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liberty. Added to this is the fact that Norwegians "have relatively few positive images of urban" 

settings and that even with increased urbanization many Norwegians still reside in rural areas.156 

 This sentiment is vividly reflected in the artwork of Norwegian national romantic artists of the 

mid-nineteenth century. The Düsseldorf school was highly influential to the stylistic composition of 

many of the artists of this era. Frederick W. Morton emphasizes this when discussing the works of 

Norwegian artist Frithjof Smith-Hald. Morton notes that from its inception Norwegian art "has in a 

general sense been German art cast on the new line of Norwegian environment."157 However, 

Norwegian artists in this period were imbued with a strong sense of patriotic fervor and while some 

of their works centered on locations other than Norway, the majority occupied themselves with 

interpreting their indigenous surroundings. These aspects combined set Norwegian artists apart 

from their counterparts elsewhere in Europe and captured a vision of Norway that "represent[ed] a 

civilization of its own," mixing the emotions of nationalism with a unique landscape to create a 

distinctive identity.158 Embodied in this identity was "a certain somberness of tone" and the 

simplicity of a peasant’s existence formed alongside "the fjords, mountains, and glorious 

atmospheric phenomena."159 

 For Norwegian black metal bands, a similar connection to their native land is present in the visual 

accompaniments to their music.  As noted by Vestal, the natural environment played a central role in 

the development of a national identity and, as can be attested to by its inclusion in Norwegian black 

metal, is still a fundamental part of Norwegian national identity. The inspiration from, and the 

inclusion of, Norway's unique landscape and climate is a subject often brought up in interviews and 

is explained by Harald Nævdal, known as name Demonaz Doom Occulta Immortal. When 

discussing this influence Nævdal states, "[he] would never try to write lyrics inspired by something 

or somewhere else."160 This sentiment is echoed by Tomas Haugen (Samoth) of Emperor and Sigurd 

Wongraven (Satyr) of Satyricon. According to Haugen, "the power of Norwegian nature was always 

a source of inspiration for [Emperor], especially in the earlier years. [They] found great motivation in 

the vast forests and the mighty mountains, and would actively be a part of it and also use its visual 
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strength in [their] artistic vision."161 Likewise, Wongraven in expressing the centrality of the 

Norwegian environment as inspiration claims that "it felt close to [his] heart. The spectacular nature 

of a country that [he lives] in and the way nature affects the way [his] country looks and the mood of 

Norwegians as individuals and people, is pretty amazing."162 

 The expression of this attitude by Nævdal, Haugen, and Wongraven comes across in the visual 

aspects of not just their own bands, but numerous others. While citing parallels in the role 

Norwegian nature has played for both Norwegian national romantic artists and Norwegian black 

metal bands is useful to show similarities, such an assessment is incomplete without visual evidence 

portraying semiotic similarities in the representations of nature between the two groups. What is 

needed then is a comparison of a visual selection from the two groups in question that portrays 

Norwegian nature showing consistencies within their conception of Norwegian identity. This will be 

done by analyzing the artwork of Hans Gude, Adolph Tidemand, Johan Christian Dahl, August 

Cappelen, Frithjof Smith-Hald, and Theodor Kittelsen. These will then be compared with the album 

artwork of the bands Burzum, Taake, Windir, Ulver, and Enslaved. 

 An appropriate place to start this analysis is with the works of Hans Gude and Adolph Tidemand 

as they were highly influential to the development of national romantic painting in Norway. Though 

individually Gude and Tidemand produced a number of works, their most famous pieces were their 

collaborations on Brudeferden i Hardanger and Likferd På Sognefjorden.163 While depicting contrasting 

occasions of life, the two pieces emphasize the landscape background of bare mountains and 

wooded hills as much as the figures in the foreground. Both works capture the essence of 

Norwegian nature. While Brudeferden i Hardanger is serene and Likferd På Sognefjorden is somber, they 

both capture a mystical element, an impression of the divinity of nature. However, of the two it is 

Likferd På Sognefjorden that elicits the qualities that are most associated with the Norwegian 

conception of nature and those of Norwegian black metal. The painting is solemn and sober with 

heavy grey clouds and the darkness of the foreground giving the painting a dark, serious 

atmospheric tone.   
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 It could be argued that because Likferd På Sognefjorden depicts the grief and mourning of a funeral 

that the heavy, contemplative atmosphere is expected and appropriate. While the mood of the 

painting is fitting, it also indicative of a phenomenon that appears often in the works of other 

Norwegian national romantic artists that focused on capturing the Norwegian landscape. Johan 

Christian Dahl, Frithjof Smith-Hald, and August Cappelen evoke similar atmospheric qualities in 

their representations of Norwegian nature. Examples can be seen in their respective works Birch Tree 

in a Storm, Sunset in the Far North, and Utdøende urskog.164 In all of these paintings, an atmosphere 

similar to that of Likferd På Sognefjorden is present. In each is a deep sense of poetry invoking a 

narrative of a land that interprets the uniqueness of Norwegian nature while at the same time 

evoking a deep respect that is only found when one is confronted with a landscape of this type. The 

contrast between light and dark spaces play an important part in establishing this atmosphere and, 

when combined with the Norwegian landscape, formulate the association of a dark, yet sublime 

ambiance of Norway.  

 The work of these artists would go on to influence Norway's subsequent generations of artist and 

the approach to which they applied their skills to their respective genres. Perhaps one of the most 

important artists of the nineteenth century to the construction of likhet in the Norwegian 

conceptualization of identity and nature was Theodor Kittelsen. His work not only focused on 

nature, but also revolved around thematic concepts found in Norwegian folklore, particularly trolls. 

Stylistically, Kittelsen differed from Tidemand, Gude, Dahl, and the others, as can be seen in works 

such as Alfen det forsvant, Nøkken, and Op under Fjeldet toner en Lur.165 The majority of his works were 

monochromatic, utilizing various shades and hues of a particular color much in the way that was 

consistent with other Norwegian symbolic landscape artists, such as Harald Sohlberg and Nikolai 

Astrup of the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century. Kittelsen's illustrations for the 

book entitled Svartedauen (Black Death) done in shades of grey and black are a further example of 

this, but is also important for its melancholic, dower depictions of death and nature.166 While the 

Svartedauen illustrations provide an interpretation of nature that depicts death stalking the land, it 

provides a parallel to the other artists' interpretation of nature. Despite it being forlorn and filled 

with sorrow, many of the works of the book depict nature with the same reverence and somberness 

that is elicited in the other paintings discussed. Additionally, the landscapes used in Svartedauen, as 
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well as Kittelsen's other works, are particularly Norwegian in their representations, depicting 

coniferous forests of pine and spruce as well as lakes and fjords nestled between mountains specked 

with snow and crags.  

 For Norwegian black metal bands, Kittelsen's works, and indeed many of the other national 

romantic artists from Norway, have provided a significant influence in how visual elements are 

portrayed. This can be seen in both the direct use of their artwork as album covers as well as a 

framing of nature in other visuals that is consistent with the interpretations of the Norwegian 

national romantic artists that have been incorporated in the hegemonic national identity. Examples 

of this can be seen in a number of Norwegian black metal bands. The most apparent influence can 

be seen by bands such as Windir and Burzum who have taken works by Gude, Tidemand, and 

Kittelsen as album covers. Additionally, the use of these works fit the overall thematic concepts of 

these two bands. In the case of Windir, their album Likferd features Gude and Tidemand's Likferd På 

Sognefjorden as it cover.167 In many ways, the music of Likferd is fitting of the atmospheric qualities of 

the painting on its cover. The songs are distinctly black metal, yet employ melodic passages and folk 

influences that punctuate the intensity of distorted guitars, crashing drums, and shrieked vocals. All 

of these elements combined with the artwork of Gude and Tidemand help to create an ambiance 

that include all the essential qualities that are instilled in national romantic art and the Norwegian 

connection to their domestic geography that contributes to the cultural constructions of likhet. In 

some ways, Burzum's use of Kittelsen's interpretation of Norwegian nature is similar to Windir's 

application of Gude and Tidemand. In musical terms Burzum's music is nearly as unvaried in tone as 

Kittelsen's work is monochromatic. Yet, in how it relates to romantic conceptions of Norwegian 

nature and cultural likhet, the albums Filosofem and Hvis Lyset Tar Oss by Burzum featuring Kittelsen's 

Op under Fjeldet toner en Lur and Fattigmannen respectively, allow for an association of hegemonic 

cultural perceptions in Norway.168  

 However, it is not only in the direct use of national romantic art that Norwegian black metal 

reflect these cultural perceptions. The album art and other visual elements used by Norwegian black 

metal bands suggest an inspiration from and inclusion of the same hegemonic cultural perceptions 

that construct likhet. Examples of this can be seen in the albums Frost by Enslaved, Over Bjoergvin 

braater Himmerik and Taake by Taake, and the 'black metal trilogy' from Ulver which includes the 
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albums Bergtatt -Ett eeventyr i 5 capitaler, Kveldssanger, and Natten Madrigal - Aatte hymne til ulven i manden. 

The cover art of these albums evoke the same reactions and sentiments towards nature that the 

work of national romantic artist instills. Like the difference between Windir and Burzum, there is a 

noticeable divergence stylistically between Enslaved, Taake, and Ulver both visually and musically. 

However, the message the cover art sends to the viewer is the same in its overall perception and 

portrayal of Norwegian nature. In the case of Enslaved's album Frost, the cover art features a fresh 

water mountain lake in icy tones of blue, white and black which, according to Grutle Kjellson of 

Enslaved, comes from a tourist book the band found in Bergen entitled Discover Norway.169 This 

image of a long lake surrounded by tall, imposing mountains shrouded in clouds and mist 

immediately sends a message to the viewer that they are looking at nature is that Norwegian and, 

that the band whose album cover it graces, is likely Norwegian as well.   

 Similarly, the albums by Taake and Ulver function in a comparable manner to the viewer, though 

the images used are darker in atmosphere and are absent in color. As the name Taake might suggest, 

the images used feature fog prominently.170 Both Over Bjoergvin braater Himmerik and Taake 

incorporate images of hillside forests cloaked in thick fog, reminiscent of the Svartedauen illustrations 

by Kittelsen.171 Musically, these two albums, much like Taake's entire catalogue, include a raw, hazy  

production quality, an allusion to the blanketing fog over the coniferous forest of the covers and 

another inclusion of Norwegian nature influencing the band. For Ulver, the cover art of their first 

three albums, known as the 'black metal trilogy', evokes a comparable feeling. Musically, the three 

albums vary quite a bit from one to another, but the importance of nature in the thematic concepts 

is apparent in each album. The first album, Bergtatt -Ett eeventyr i 5 capitaler, features a strong, 

romanticized folk influence and cover art of a spruce forest covered mountain side in hues of soft 

blue, grey, and black are representative of the works of the Norwegian symbolic landscape artist of 

the late nineteenth century.172 The cover art of the second album, Kveldssanger, shows the same 

influences. It depicts a wooded landscape with ethereal bodies moving through the night and, like 

the their first album, shows a clear inspiration in brush work and color from romantic inspired, 

symbolic landscapists of the late nineteenth century.173 However, musically Kveldssanger  is more akin 

                                                           
169 Chris Dick, "Long Cold Winter: The Making of Enslaved's Frost," Decibel: Special Collector's Edition: Black Metal Hall of 
Fame (2010): 38.  See Appendix 2, fig. 15 for Enslaved Frost. 
170 The band name Taake is derived from the Norwegian word for fog, tåke. 
171 See Appendix 2, fig. 16 for Taake Over Bjoergvin graater Himmerik and fig. 17 for Taake Taake. 
172 See Appendix 2, fig. 18 for Ulver Bergtatt - Ett eeventyr i 5 capitaler. 
173 See Appendix 2, fig. 19 for Ulver Kveldssanger. 
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to folk-styled, atmospheric chamber music with no electric instruments while maintaining a somber, 

melancholy that is often present in Norwegian black metal. As for Ulver's third album, Natten 

Madrigal - Aatte hymne til ulven i manden, there is further evidence of the idealization and reverence of 

nature that is present in the hegemonic construction of Norwegian identity. The cover art for this 

album features the same style of brush work and use of color that can be seen on the first two 

albums.174 Moreover, the depiction of a baying wolf in the snow on a rocky slope in a winter scene 

strongly suggests it was inspired by both Norwegian climate and landscape. 

 In all the works that have been analyzed, nature is represented not as it is but through the lens of 

the artist. While this might be somewhat self-evident, it is important to note that while subjective the 

works of the national romantic painters have shaped the visuals used by the musicians of the bands. 

This is evidence of the lasting influence the romantic period had on the construction of Norwegian 

cultural identity concerning the idealization of Norwegian nature. Additionally, because the romantic 

period has had a significant influences on the construction Norway's cultural identity it has served as 

an inspiration to Norwegian black metal bands and has provided a way for Norwegian black metal 

to serve as a reinforcement to cultural likhet. This influence can also be seen in the formation of 

Norwegian black metal's ideological idealization of nature as a place of individuality and freedom, a 

notion consistent with the ideals of the Romantic period and an influence on the development of 

black metal around the globe. Furthermore, it has allowed Norwegian black metal to become 

appropriated as a cultural product that envisions Norway as a nation of distinct and unique natural 

beauty and home to a people who behold their environment as a place of sublime and sobering 

splendor.   

 

 

  

                                                           
174 See Appendix 2, fig. 20 for Ulver Natten Madrigal - Aatte hymne til ulven i manden. 
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Chapter 7: Analysis - Ancient Past: Vikings, Mythology, and Folklore 

 While nature plays a significant role in the construction of Norwegian nationalism, it is not alone 

in contributing to national and cultural identity. Just as nature provided an inspiration during the 

Romantic period, Vikings, Norse mythology, and folklore were also pivotal in the creation of a 

distinct Norwegian cultural identity in the nineteenth century and has contributed to the formation 

of Norwegian nationalism in the twentieth century. As a thematic focus, the use of Vikings, Norse 

mythology, and folklore has been essential in Norwegian black metal. As explored in the tracing 

history of genre, the thematic use of Vikings and Norse mythology have been employed before by 

bands such as Led Zeppelin and Bathory. However, in neither case has it reflected the hegemonic 

cultural identity of their respective countries. While an argument could be made for Bathory, they 

never achieved the recognition in Sweden that Norwegian black metal bands have in Norway. 

Though Bathory were musically and thematically influential to the development of multiple extreme 

metal genres, including Norwegian black metal, Bathory remained something of an underground, 

cult sensation in Sweden which in part can be explained by the lesser role Vikings and Norse 

mythology play in the construction of Swedish national identity, but also the inability to become 

incorporated as a cultural product of Sweden.175  

 In examining the material in this section of the analysis, the primary focus will be to compare 

artistic works of the national romantic period and the sagas depicted in the Eddas to the lyrics and 

visual content of Norwegian black metal bands. As with the first section of the analysis, the 

comparison will revolve around the use of certain semiotics used in images. This will include the use 

of runes, depictions of Mjølner (Thor's hammer), romanticized conceptions of Vikings, and other 

uses of Norway's ancient past. However, this section will also include a lyrical analysis to pinpoint 

commonalities in the thematic framework of Norwegian black metal bands to the literary works 

from the national romantic period and the Edda. This analysis will highlight the uses of Norwegian 

folk tales, poems, and stories from the Edda. Both the visual and lyrical analysis will demonstrate 

Anderson's notion of ‘imagine community’ as well as Assmann's concept of cultural memory in how 

                                                           
175 This is not to say that Vikings and Norse mythology do not have an impact in Swedish cultural and national identity. 
On the contrary, these themes play a significant role. One only needs to walk through the tourist shops of Gamla Stan in 
Stockholm to see this. Yet, in terms of how Sweden constructs its history and identifies with the past, other parts of 
Swedish history have a larger impact. For example, Gustav Vasa, Gustav II Adolf,  Charles XII, Sweden's long history of 
self-determination, and the country's long standing neutrality play a bigger role in how history is constructed.   
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Norwegian black metal has both been influenced by and an influencer of hegemonic national and 

cultural identity.   

 Before the analysis can begin, it is necessary to first determine how these elements of Norway's 

ancient past have been incorporated into Norwegian national and cultural identity. During the 

Romantic period, Vikings, Norse mythology, and folklore were used as sources of inspiration in a 

variety of artistic mediums. Many of these works were infused with the political realities of the time 

and served to capture the imaginations of the Norwegian populace by glorifying the past. 

Additionally, such renderings had an impact on how Norwegians viewed their own history. By 

venerating the deeds of Viking kings and the peasantry, Norwegians focus on a time and a class of 

people that they consider free from foreign domination and influence. When taking into 

consideration that for a large part of history, Norway has had limited autonomy and have been 

subjects of Denmark and Sweden, it should not come as a surprise that periods of Norwegian 

history where they were the rulers of their own destiny have been emphasized. This is consistent 

with Smith's claims of how 'ancient Norwegians' have been used to mark out Norwegian uniqueness 

"from other Nordic peoples" and helped establish the cultural and political framework for modern 

Norway.176  

 In many ways the use of the ancient past has been recognized by Norwegian institutions, such as 

museums and monuments. Examples of this are numerous, but some of the most well known 

include the Viking Ship Museum in Oslo,  Sverd i fjell (Swords in the Rock) monument by Hafrsfjord 

near Stavanger, and Historisk museum maintain by the University of Oslo. In each of these instances 

there is an attempt to bring attention to Norway's ancient past. The displays in the Viking Ship 

Museum of the remains of Viking longboats emphasize the intrepid exploration, independence, and 

masterful craftsmanship of Norway's ancient forefathers.177 Likewise, Sverd i fjell, commissioned in 

1983 seeks to exemplify the battle that took place on the waters of Hafrsfjord in late 800s that 

brought the regions of Norway under the singular leadership of Harald Hårfagre, the first king of 

Norway.178 The monument is symbolic of both the military prowess of Norway's pagan king, but 

also seeks to remind the view of an independent Norwegian kingdom deep in the annals of 

European history. Additionally, the Historisk museum of the University of Oslo places a heavy 

emphasis on both the Norwegian Viking period and devotes a significant section to Norse 

                                                           
176 Smith, 196-197. 
177 See Appendix 3, fig 1 for Viking Ship Museum.  
178 See Appendix 3, fig. 2 and 3 for Sverd i fjell. 
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mythology. Numerous displays are devoted to Viking era weaponry, armor, and jewelry as well as 

displays of the Norse gods mixed with lines from the Hávamál.179 By incorporating these elements 

into a collection that is meant to show the cultural heritage of Norway, the Historisk museum is telling 

those who visit that the ancient past is a relevant part of understanding modern Norway, a detail 

further underscored by the fact that the Historisk museum is managed by Norway's leading educational 

institution.  

 For Norwegian black metal, Norway's ancient past plays an important role in the thematic 

conceptions of the genre. In a similar way to how the national romantic artists of the nineteenth 

century used Vikings, Norse mythology, and folklore as inspirations to their work, Norwegian black 

metal too has taken these sources and incorporated them into their lyrics and visual imagery. 

Additionally, the impact of these elements in Norway's hegemonic national and cultural identity is 

also apparent in how Norwegian black metal artists connect to the ancient past. Many of these bands 

take direct influence from notions that have been constructed about the Viking age. This sentiment 

is expressed by Wongraven when describing this connection on the Satyricon's album Nemesis 

Devina, stating:  

we still have intact buildings from the Viking age. It's so accessible to us, this spiritual connection to 
our forefathers. If we want to look for it, it's right there outside our doorstep. It was all very real. It 
was part of my musical inspiration and artistic identity. I still think it is.180 

Haugen stresses this point as well in the thematic inspiration of Emperor's first full-length album In 

the Nightside Eclipse, claiming Emperor "had a strong fascination for anything ancient, such as the 

Viking era."181 For Enslaved, the ancient past was an influence that started as a means to distance 

themselves from the typical semiotics associated with heavy metal and extreme metal. As guitarist 

Ivar Bjørnson attests: 

coming from families of teachers, both me and Grutle (Kjellson) had a lot of books at home about 
the Vikings. At the same time, Bathory is a band I got into with the Hammerheart album. Hammerheart 
and Twilight of the Gods being my favorite Bathory albums, it just fit perfectly with Enslaved. We 
wanted a strong concept around the band, something that could fit both the aggressive and violent 

side with the mystical and beautiful side. The whole Northern theme.182 

Saytricon, Emperor, and Enslaved are but only a few examples of Norwegian black metal bands 

using Norway's ancient past as motivation. To analyze this phenomenon thoroughly, it is necessary 

                                                           
179 See Appendix 3, fig. 4, 5, and 6 for Historisk museum. 
180 Dick, "Black Arts Procession: The Making of Satyricon's Nemesis Devina,"53. 
181 Bennett, "Total Eclipse: The Making of Emperor's In the Nightside Eclipse," 23.  
182  Dick, "Long Cold Winter: The Making of Enslaved's Frost," 38. 
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to illustrate how a variety of bands have taken inspiration from not only the Viking age, but also 

from the two other conceptualized aspects of Norway's ancient past. 

 In starting the analysis of the material, perhaps one of the best places to begin is with a look into 

the sources regarding the romanticized peasant. As a political conception in the construction, the 

peasant embodied many of the modern notions formed during the Enlightenment. Yet in the 

process of romanticizing this group, the political and ideological guiders of Norway's strove for a 

unique cultural identity linked the Norwegian peasant to an immemorial past. The intent behind this 

was to present the peasant of the nineteenth century as a holder of freedom and liberty as well as a 

preserver of a cultural heritage that was believed to be uniquely Norwegian and free of foreign 

influence. The interest in this legacy manifested itself in various ways in the nineteenth century. For 

the purpose of this section, the focus will be on peasant portrayals in visual representations, 

folktales, and the influence of folk melodies in music of the nineteenth century.   

 As discussed in the analysis of nature, to gain insight as to how Norwegian black metal interacts 

with hegemonic forms of national and cultural identity, many national romantic artists sought to 

infuse the qualities of Norway's unique terrain with a patriotic zeal. Similarly, Norway's peasantry 

was employed as an inspiration to show Norway as a land with long held, unique cultural traditions. 

Instances of this can be seen in the paintings and illustrations from a variety of artists, but perhaps 

again it is Kittelsen who provides some of the most well known works in modern Norwegian 

culture. While proving influential in the conception of Norwegian nature, his work also exemplifies 

the Norwegian peasant. Op under Fjeldet toner en Lur features a peasant woman standing on raised 

ground facing away from the view blowing a horn dressed in bunad, the traditional style of clothing 

of the peasantry. This form of dress is still worn on occasions such as Norway's nasjonaldag on 17 

May. Additionally, the image bares resemblance to the widely known tale of Pillar-Guri and warnings 

to the Norwegian militia to defend their lands from invasion before the Battle of Kringen.183 As 

mentioned in the previous section, Op under Fjeldet toner en Lur doubles as the cover art for Burzum's 

Filosofem album, serving as a facet that not only reminds the viewer that both the band and the music 

are Norwegian and allowing for a connection to national and cultural identity, but also serves to 

reference cultural memory. 

                                                           
183  Peter A. Munch, "Ten Thousand Swedes: Reflections on a Folklore Motif," Midwest Folklore, Vol. 10, No. 2 (Summer, 
1960): 63. 
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 While depictions of the peasantry are useful aspects of the construction of Norwegian identity, 

two other factors of the peasants heavily influenced how culture is conceived. These two factors 

include the collection of folktales as compiled by Peter Christen Asbjørnsen and Jørgen Moe and the 

introduction of folk melodies, first popularized in Norway by Ole Bull. Both folktales and folk 

melodies have had an impact on the development of Norwegian black metal. Though in its 

inception Norwegian black metal lacked melody, this changed over time as bands began taking 

influence from their national culture. This difference is rather striking when comparing albums from 

bands such as Mayhem and Darkthrone to ones such as Emperor, Windir, and Satyricon. While 

Mayhem and Darkthrone present a raw, unfiltered sound it is usually devoid of the grace and 

elegance that Emperor, Windir, and Satyricon have worked into their sounds from the influence of 

folk melodies or romantic period music inspired by folk. Additionally, folk tales provided many 

bands with thematic concepts, using them as an influence or incorporating them directly into their 

lyrics.  

 However in terms of thematic conceptualization, Vikings and Norse mythology have played a 

much larger role and have had a significant impact on the reception of Norwegian black metal 

outside of Norway. The influence of both Vikings and Norse mythology can been seen in the 

majority of the Norwegian black metal bands. This also includes those bands who do not necessarily 

appear to have such influences, such as Gorgoroth, Carpathian Forest, and Nattefrost. Yet, it is clear 

from their wearing of Mjølner amulets around their necks and their use of runes in their album 

artwork that they have incorporated semiotics of imagery that are associated with Vikings and Norse 

mythology. This is well documented in a photographic series by American artist Peter Beste entitled 

True Norwegian Black Metal. The series captures numerous Norwegian black metal artists in a variety 

of settings, nearly all of which are in their native Norway. The former members of Gorgorth, 

vocalist Kristian Eivind Espedal, better known as Gaahl, and bassist Tom Cato Visnes, known as 

King ov Hell, can be seen with their Mjølner amulets prominently displayed.184 Worthy of note is the 

style of Mjølner amulets they are wearing. In the photos of Visnes, the Mjølner amulet he wears is 

more or less the typical version ranging from around twenty-five to thirty millimeters across by 

thirty to thirty-five millimeters long in the shape of a hammer, usually hanging from a chain or cord 

by the shaft with the head of the hammer facing downward. This style is the perhaps most 

commonly associated with Mjølner amulets and can be found in museum and tourist shops 

                                                           
184 See Appendix 3, fig. 7 for Kristian Eivind Espedal (Gaahl) and fig. 8 for Tom Cato Visnes (King ov Hell). 
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throughout Norway. However, the Mjølner amulets worn by Espedal are modeled after the late-

Viking era hammers worn in Iceland and early Danish crucifixes. According to the well known 

Germanic mythology scholar H. R. Ellis Davidson, these "are very close in form to the hammer, and 

an equal-armed cross was already in use as a symbol in the heathen period, and seems to have been 

associated with Thor."185  

 When looking at the orientation of how the amulets are hanging, the message can be conceived 

in two ways. The Mjølner amulets are an attempt of the wearers to connect themselves to their 

ancient Norwegian ancestors and establish an identity that is based on the symbolism of the Vikings 

and Norse mythology. However, these amulets are also worn to assert themselves as non-Christians 

as well, keeping in theme with some of the well established semiotics found in heavy and extreme 

metal. This point is further underscored by the fact that the Mjølner amulets worn by Espedal have 

a distinct inverted crucifix look to them and is consistent with observations made by John Lindow, a 

specialist in medieval Scandinavia and folklore, concerning the amulet's use in the Viking age. 

Lindow contends that wearing the amulet of Mjølner may well "read as reactions to the Christian 

cross; that they hang upside down (when compared to a cross) could be read as an inversion of the 

Christian symbol."186 Both ways of viewing the Mjølner amulets are important to the construction of 

Norwegian black metal as a genre. Yet in how it relates to the hegemonic conceptions of Norwegian 

national and cultural identity, it is more appropriate to say that these hammers are better suited to 

the construction to cultural memory and the ancient past. Though many Norwegian black metal 

bands wear Mjølner amulets, these are not the only ways they attempt to connect to the ancient past 

of Norway. Many bands use runes in their cover art and liner notes. Instances of this can be been 

seen in many bands, but Taake, Enslaved, Burzum, and Helheim provide numerous examples of 

semiotics centered on Viking and Norse mythology.  

 Runes are one of the most frequently used semiotics from the Viking age and Norse Mythology 

that Norwegian black metal bands employed. While Taake uses runes in their band insignia and in 

spelling their name, runes are also used for all the lyrics inside the accompanying booklets in all of 

the bands albums.187 This is a rather unique use for runes as it makes accessing the lyrics extremely 

difficult with transcribing the letters into the standard Latin alphabet. Of all the bands analyzed 

Taake is the only one who does this with their lyrics. Luckily, Taake makes their lyrics available on 

                                                           
185 H. R. Ellis Davidson, "Thor's Hammer," Folklore, Vol. 76, No. 1 (Spring, 1965):  10.  
186 John Lindow, "Thor's 'hamarr,'" The Journal of English and Germanic Philogy, Vol. 93, No. 4 (October, 1994): 489. 
187 See Appendix 3, fig. 8,9,10,11, and 12 for Taake's albums and lyrics in runes. 
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their official website for those who cannot readily recall the Futhark runic alphabet. While Taake use 

runes in a unique way to connect to the ancient past Helheim, and Enslaved use runes in a more 

conventional way in their album art. For Helheim, their album cover for Heiðindómr ok Mótgangr 

features a large odal  rune centered in the middle of the image flanked by two ravens, an allusion to 

the Norse god Odin's ravens Huginn and Muninn and a reference to Norse mythology.188 

 Similarly, Enslaved use runes on a number of their albums throughout their career. This can be 

seen on their first full length album, Frost, to their latest works. As seen before Frost employs 

imagery of a Norwegian mountain lake, yet the name of the album is written in runes which and the 

band's logo that incorporates a depiction of Mjølner, all of which allude to Norway's ancient past. 

Examples can also be seen on the albums Eld, Mardraum - Beyond the Within, Below the Lights, and 

Vertebrae.189 All of these albums use runes in various ways, however runes are only part of the 

semiotics that Enslaved uses to connect to Norway's ancient past. Pictures in the liner notes of Frost 

and the cover art of Eld and Blodhemn feature the band members dressed in Viking attire, dressed in 

chainmail and armed with swords.190 As Bjørnson attested before, the band felt an intimate 

connection with history of their homeland. Though dressing as a Viking is an attempt to assert their 

strength and masculinity, these aspects have little impact on how Norway, a nation that prides itself 

on equality, conceives its national and cultural identity. Rather, by wearing garments associated with 

Vikings, Enslaved and the other Norwegian black metal bands who do this should actually be seen 

as connecting with Norway's shared cultural memory of the ancient, immemorial past of 

independence and self-determination that helps construct Norwegian national and cultural identity. 

 However, Enslaved's use of the ancient past is not limited to their album art. Lyrically, Vikings 

and Norse mythology are central in all of their albums. Their first four albums have clear references 

to both of these aspects of Norway's ancient past. Song titles such as " Lifandi Liv Undir Hamri," 

"Wotan," "793 (Slaget om Lindisfarne)," and "I lenker til Ragnarok" all deal with either Vikings or 

Norse mythology in a direct way. As the band has matured, Enslaved have developed a more 

philosophical approach , dropping the overt references to Vikings and instead have used personal, 

cryptic, and more existential interpretations of Norse mythology as the band's thematic path. Songs 

like "As Fire Swept Clean the Earth," "Return to Yggsdrasil," "Api-vat," and "Lightning" express 

                                                           
188 See Appendix 3, fig. 13 for Helheim Heiðindómr ok Mótgangr. 
189 See Appendix 3, fig. 14 for Enslaved Eld, fig. 15 for Enslaved Mardraum -Beyond the Within, fig. 16 for  Below the Lights,  
and fig. 17 for Enslaved Vertebrae. 
190 See Appendix 3, fig 18 for liner note picture from Frost and fig. 19 for Enslaved Blodhemn.  
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these sentiments, yet suggestions to the Norse gods and events detailed in the prose and poetic 

Edda are still quiet prominent. This can be seen in the lyrics of "Api-vat" in lines such as: 

Carrying the weight of knowing/'I see darkness, I see evil times' 
Time to rise and stand tall again/'The ideals of One' 

I bow to the forefathers/'Towards the Father' 
Feeling the transition/'The unity of dimensions'191 

 

and in the song "Return to Yggsdrasil," in the lines: 

We will gather again/Under the leaves 
We will gather again/In honor of the nine nights.192 

 

 These lines, as with many of Enslaved's lyrics, allude to Odin, the ruler of Asgard, and his story 

of discovering the runes and the knowledge they hold by his sacrifice at Yggdrasil (the tree in which 

the nine worlds are held) in the Hávamál.193 Additionally, a correlation can be made in the uses of the 

words 'I', 'forefathers', and 'We' between the sampled lyrics. The use of 'I' is implicitly personal, but  

when used in the line "I bow to the forefathers" it sends a message of an attempt to establish a 

connection with the ancient past and the pagan followers of Odin and the other Norse gods. The 

use of 'We' works in a similar way and suggests that as a collective group they should respect Odin 

and the gift of knowledge that he has subsequently bestowed to the 'forefathers' that was given to 

him during the 'nine nights' he hung from Yggdrasil. Enslaved are not alone in interpreting Norse 

mythology in this way. Borknagar employs a similar  understanding of the Norse mythology in their 

lyrics. Examples of this can be seen in their song "Eye of Oden" from the lines: 

My heart it beats the pulse of ancient times 
The countless rythem (sic), the rattling stones 

My weapon cleanse the filth of all bones194 
 

and in the song "Origin" in the lines: 

We’re the voice of thunder and image of lightning/It rove inside us since day one 
In past times we tamed the frightening/A heritage leaping, from father to Son.195 

 

Once again both these examples illustrate an attempt to connect to Norway's ancient through the 

allegorical use of Norse mythology. The use of personal pronouns such as 'My' and 'We' in the 

                                                           
191 I. Peersen, "Api-vat," Ruun, Tabu Recordings, 2006, CD. 
192 I. Peersen, K. Grutle, "Return to Yggsdrasil," Isa, Tabu Recordings, 2004, CD. 
193  Snurri Strulesson, Oxford World's Classics: The Poetic Edda, trans. Carolyne Larrington (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1996): 34-35.  
194 Øystein G. Brun, "Eye of Oden," The Olden Domain, Magic Arts Publishing, Century Black, 1997, CD. 
195 Øystein G. Brun, Vintersorg, "Origin," Epic, Century Media Records, 2004, CD. 
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contraction 'We're' assumes possession of 'ancient times' and a shared 'heritage,' all of which are 

elements of Norway's cultural memory. 

 As can be seen in the examples, Norwegian black metal has incorporated a variety of 

fundamental components that make up Norway's national and cultural identity. Furthermore, in 

using a variety of aspects from the Viking age, Norse mythology, and folklore Norwegian black 

metal bands have reinforced both Norwegian cultural memory and the conceptualization of an 

imagined community that stretches back into time immemorial. All of this is consistent with the 

construction of history that had initially been established during the national romantic period. As 

can be seen from Norwegian museums and monuments, this is a constructed connection to a time 

when Norway was independent and possessed self-determination. The pervasiveness of this kind of 

nationally construction cultural memory has been important for Norwegian black metal not just 

because the genre has adopted the semiotics of the ancient past, but because by using these 

semiotics Norwegian black metal is more readily accepted into the hegemonic construction of the 

national and cultural identity of Norway. 
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Chapter 8: Analysis - Modern Symbols of Identity: The Flag, Language, and World War II 

 While both romanticized nature and the ancient past are important facets of how Norwegian 

black metal connects to the hegemonic construction of Norwegian national and cultural identity, 

one other aspect is needed to gain a full understanding of how the two are related and interact. 

Important to the national and cultural construction of any nation are flags and language. Both are 

some of the first things most people associate with a particular country. Language is a vital aspect of 

a group of people and is usually a national identifier that this synonymous with the concept of the 

modern nation. However, language is not a definitive aspect of a given nation as many nations share 

the same language, while some languages do not have a nation. While not every nation has its own 

language, they do have a unique flag as a definitive symbol and semiotic representation of a given set 

of people and geographic space of land. In the case of Norway, both its flag and language are unique 

and are important aspects of modern Norwegian identity. Yet, the Norwegian flag and language are 

not the only pieces of Norway's modern identity that are reflected in Norwegian black metal. 

Norway's role in the Second World War also serves to define modern Norwegian identity. The 

military defense during the invasion and the resistance over the years of occupation provide 

Norwegians with a proud moment of historical defiance against overwhelming force.  

 In this part of the analysis the three features of modern Norwegian identity and culture, as 

described in the previous paragraph, will be investigated. Like the sections before, the analysis will 

include album cover art and lyrics. However, before starting this analysis it is perhaps necessary to 

define what is meant by the term 'modern' for this section. Modernity, for the purposes of this part 

of the analysis should be seen as a period that stretches from the end of the nineteenth century until 

recent times. For Norway, this covers the nation's independence from Sweden in 1905, serving as a 

point of distinction from the periods under foreign rule. In terms of the construction of Norwegian 

national and cultural identity, this period is worthy of analysis because it is a time when Norway is 

self-determinant and independent, providing an insight into how Norwegians a developed global 

presence on their own terms. Yet, it is also reflective of how Norway has expanded notions of the 

national romantic age into a unique domestic identity. Semiotics such as the national flag and 

language are representations of this, but the glorification of Norway's military prowess also has its 

roots in the national romantic period and work in a similar manner as the latter two aspects of 

modern Norway's national and cultural identity.    
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 For Norwegian black metal, all of these aspects of modern Norwegian history are incorporated in 

some way. Yet, when analyzing the genre it may seem strange that resistance to the German invasion 

of 1941 plays any kind of role. This is made apparent when looking at many of the symbols used in 

the two previous sections as many of these symbols were also used in Nazi propaganda. This is a 

fact further compounded by the association of some in Norwegian black metal with right-wing 

extremist groups and ideologies. However, this has not stopped some bands from using this period 

of Norwegian history as thematic inspiration. This is best exemplified by the band Vreid on their 

albums I Krig and Milorg. The lyrics of both albums are based on the Norwegian resistance during the 

World War II. The lyrics of I Krig are all based on the poetry of resistance writer Gunnar Reiss-

Andersen and center on the struggles of life during the occupation.196 However, Milorg  attempts to 

provide a history of Norway in the Second World War that exults the efforts of the Norwegian 

defense, unity, and unbreakable spirit. The song "Speak Goddamnit" exemplifies these concepts in 

the lines: 

Marks of cigarettes burned into my skin 
Symbols of how I never gave in 

My knowledge is limited to my own cell, 
To make my comrades avoid this hell 

Death camp the last level, 
I will disappear in nacht and nebel 

Disbanded like a devilish creation, 
I will die for my Norwegian nation.197 

 

That the lyrics are written in a first person narrative shows the importance of the Second World War 

on a personal level for the writer. Yet, the lyrics emphasize the duties associated with the loyalty and 

service of the 'Norwegian nation' and echoes the pervasiveness of the modern nation to the 

individual to sacrifice their life for the good of an imagined community. 

 The Second World War also plays heavily  into the thematic concept of the cover art on both 

albums. While I Krig features the visage of a Norwegian soldier, the cover art for Milorg is more 

graphic depicting what is presumably a Norwegian solder preparing to strike an individual with the 

butt of a rifle (most likely German) on the ground whose raised arm bares an iron cross on the 

sleeve.198 With an image such as the one on Milorg, Vreid takes the messages of freedom and liberty 

from the lyrics and translates it into an image that depicts the valiant defense of Norway from the 

                                                           
196 Mark Hensch, "Vreid Interview," Thrash Pit, accessed 19 August 2012, 
http://www.rocknworld.com/thrashpit/reviews/08/VreidInterview.shtml. 
197 Hváll, "Speak Goddamnit," Milorg, Indie Recording, 2009, CD. 
198 See Appendix 4, fig. 1 for Vreid I Krig and fig. 2 for Vreid Milorg. 
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German invader that is consistent with this hegemonic interpretation of history. Perceiving history 

and war in this way is not an exclusively recent phenomenon in Norway. The ambush and 

subsequent defeat of the Scottish mercenary captain George Sinclair by Norwegian peasant militia 

during the Kalmar War at the Battle of Kringen is also an event that has received much attention. 

The encounter was an ancillary part of the war, but it was successful in stopping Sinclair from 

reaching Sweden and joining the conflict against Denmark. In Norwegian history, this battle has 

often been a source of great pride and celebrated as a momentous victory, with some versions of the 

battle claiming the Norwegians defeating a force three times its size or claiming a victory similar to 

that of the Spartans at Thermopylae.199 As exaggerated as the battle might have been, it still provided 

the national romantic period with a historical source where Norwegians fought off foreign invaders 

to promote the Enlightenment ideals of freedom and liberty. Evidence of this can be seen in the 

works entitled Sinclairs landing i Romsdal (1876) by Tidemand and Morten Müller 200 and the drama 

Sinklars Død201 and poem Norges Fjelde by Wergeland.202 

 However, when viewing these album covers it is hard to miss the image that dominates the 

background. Though the coloring is different, both albums are quite clearly displaying the 

Norwegian national flag. While this might be expected from a band whose thematic 

conceptualization celebrates Norway's resistance in World War II, it quite surprising that other 

bands whose thematic focus is rooted in nature, the ancient past, and the historical semiotics of 

heavy and extreme metal make use of the Norwegian flag in the visual components of their music. 

Examples of this are evident by the bands Taake, Dimmu Borgir, and Immortal. While Vreid 

incorporates the flag into their album cover art, the others have used the flag differently. None of 

these bands use the flag in their album artwork or liner notes, but they use the flag extensively in live 

performances and promotional material. In the case of Immortal this can be seen in a series of 

photos published in Decibel magazine. A particularly telling photo is of vocalist and guitarist Olve 

Eikemo, known as Abbath Doom Oculta, standing in his stage attire waving a Norwegian flag.203  

For Taake, vocalist Ørjan Stedjeberg, known as Hoest, often wraps himself in a large Norwegian flag 

                                                           
199 George A. Sinclair, "Scandinavian Ballads on Caithness Soldiers," The Scottish Historical Review, Vol. 4, No. 16 (July, 
1907): 378. 
200 See Appendix 5, fig, 3. 
201 Sinclair, 377. 
202 Henrik Wergeland, "Norges Fjelde," Henrik Wergeland - Samlede Skrifter, I.Dikt, 3.Bind, 1842-1845, accessed 20 August, 
2012, http://www.dokpro.uio.no/wergeland/WI3/WI3020.html. See Appendix 4, fig. 8 for Wergeland poem. 
203 See Appendix 4, fig 4. 
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during live performances, while Dimmu Borgir incorporates the national flag into some of their 

merchandise.204  

 Though each of these bands incorporate the Norwegian national flag in different ways the 

message conveyed is the same. By displaying the Norwegian national flag these bands are making it 

known to the viewer that they are without question a Norwegian band and give themselves 

legitimacy within the extreme metal world due to the assumed quality of bands from Norway. More 

importantly though, by using the national flag as a semiotic component in the visual 

accompaniments of their music Norwegian black metal bands are projecting a symbolic message of 

Norwegian national pride through the use of a symbol that is one of the "building blocks" of the 

modern nation in the global community.205 As sociologist Karen A. Cerulo attests, when national 

symbols of common use are applied in "homogeneous social settings" they serve to promote the 

singularity of a national population though the use of symbols that require "minimal informational 

input."206 When applied to Norway, the national flag is a symbol of Norwegian nationality and is 

inexorably tied to cultural likhet, even with a increasingly heterogeneous population. Therefore, when 

the national flag is used by Norwegian black metal bands they are confirming that they both 

replicate and verify likhet. 

 The Norwegian national flag is not the only device that is used by Norwegian black metal bands 

that works to confirm likhet. The Norwegian language itself also functions in a similar manner to 

that of the national flag. Culturally, language is one of the biggest hurdles to cross in a given society 

and, as Gullestad confirms, is a cultural barrier in Norway that is a substantial obstacle to immigrant 

groups, especially those of non-Western decent.207 In this way, language works to solidify 

ethnographic divisions in Norway, making the of integration of immigrants difficult and creating an 

opportunity for populist parties to gain political momentum.208 Historically, the construction of the 

two foremost forms of Norwegian have roots in the national romantic era. Those who pushed for a 

distinct Norwegian language separate from Danish did so to forge a national voice that could 

ultimately be tied to a distinct Norwegian national and cultural identity. 

                                                           
204 See Appendix 4, fig 5 for Taake live photo and fig. 6 for Dimmu Borgir merchandise. 
205 Karen A. Cerulo, "Symbols of the World System: National Anthems and Flags," Sociological Forum, Vol. 8, No. 2 (June 
1993): 251. 
206 Cerulo, 250. 
207 Gullestad, "Egalitarianism, Nationalism, and Racism," 46. 
208 Ibid, 47. 
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 Though the use of English is prevalent as the main lyrical language for many Norwegian black 

metal bands, Norwegian is also widely used. To some extent, Norwegian bands using Norwegian 

lyrics is hardly surprising. However, in the world of popular music English is more or less regarded 

as the lingua franca. This is a point stressed by Gylve Nagell when discussing the Darkthrone's use of 

Norwegian on the track "Inn I De Dype Skogers Favn." Nagell states that: 

growing up with the rock 'n' roll and heavy blues-based stuff from the '70s, it was always "yeah, yeah, 
yeah' and ''baby, baby, baby." Everything was... let's say that the international language for the postal 
system is French, but the international language [for] rock 'n' roll is English.209 

As one of the first bands to use Norwegian lyrics in their music, Darkthrone can be credited with 

making Norwegian lyrics acceptable to not just Norwegian black metal, but to extreme metal as a 

whole. The reasoning behind Darkthrone's inclusion of Norwegian lyrics was, according to Nagell, 

an attempt to be more extreme than other bands.210 Yet, by using Norwegian lyrics Darkthrone was 

making a statement that was more than just a simple declaration to being more 'extreme.' Whether 

intentional or not, by using Norwegian lyrics Darkthrone was making it clear that the band was 

Norwegian and exceptional on basis of their nationality. 

 Like Darkthrone, many Norwegian black metal bands have switched between English and 

Norwegian lyrics over the course of their careers. The band Helheim, who, along with their Viking 

and Norse mythological concepts, have used Norwegian lyrics intermittently over the band's history. 

According to bassist Ørjan Nordvik, also known as V'Gandr, using Norwegian has allowed Helheim 

to convey the thematic expressions of "the content more profoundly."211 When pressed on the 

importance of being Norwegian and what it feels like, Nordik's responds "As I don't know what it is 

to be German, French or any other nationality, I can't really say - rich on oil and not much to 

complain about."212 What the humor hides in Nordvik's statement is articulated by Kristoffer Rygg, 

known by the stage name Garm, of the band Ulver. Like Nordik, Rygg admits that Norwegian best 

fits their music. He states, "I'm only following my heart. It pretty much speaks for itself: Norse 

folklore demands Norse lyrics! In other words, it is essential for the manner in which [Ulver] 

                                                           
209 Albert Mudrian, "Hunger Strikes: The Making of Darkthrone's Transylvanian Hunger," Decibel, Special Collector's Edition: 
Black Metal Hall of Fame (2010): 31. 
210 Mudrian, "Hunger Strikes The Making of Darkthrone's Transylvanian Hunger," 31. 
211 Geoff Birchenall, "Come Hel or High Water," Zero Tolerance , No. 41 (June/July 2011): 42. 
212 Birchenall, 42.  
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perform."213 However, when pressed on the whether or not bands outside of Norway are capable of 

performing the way Ulver does, Rygg says: 

no! I don't think that people outside of Scandinavia (or outside Norway for the sake of it) have the 
same capability to perform music with the same feel as we do. There aren't too many foreign bands I 
find appealing anymore. We Norwegians are always one step ahead of those fools. Just look at the 
legions of totally ridiculous 'Black' Metal bands from the outside who do their best to sound 
Norwegian today, but don't succeed and end up as total disasters... What I mean is simply that 
Norwegian music sounds great because we belong to it with our heart and soul, and it fits with our 
native background and culture. What could possibly sound right in a Greek band playing music 
inspired by Norse folklore.214 

This attitude is consistent with most purveyors of Norwegian black metal. In some ways such a 

belief is completely logical; Norwegian black metal is not Norwegian if it is made in another nation. 

Yet when Rygg claims that those from Greece or elsewhere outside of Norway cannot truly 

understand Norse folklore such statements work as an allegory to the problems involved with 

immigration, likhet, and the ethnic boundaries of integration. Such a claim is inherently exclusionary 

and, when viewed this way, the even the term 'Norwegian' becomes a point of segregation. It 

suggests that being Norwegian is more than just a political term and inherently tied to language and 

cultural practices.   

 Exclusionary views such as the ones given by Rygg are not an exceptional phenomenon in 

Norwegian black metal. The Darkthrone album Transilvanian Hunger has often been  point of much 

speculation over the phrase "Norsk Arisk Black Metal" which appears on the back of the packaging 

underneath the song list and the phase "True Norwegian Black Metal" on the original pressing of 

album.215 Since the release of Transilvanian Hunger  in 1994, Darkthrone has had to repeatedly deny 

accusations of right-wing political affiliations, a problem addressed with a rather bold statement in 

the liner notes of Panzerfaust released the following year.216 Darkthrone has not been alone in being 

accused of right-wing political leanings. Perhaps the most well-known case is of Varg Vikernes and 

his band Burzum. Throughout most of Burzum's career, Vikernes has combined an infatuation with 

Norse mythology with militant activism. Both during his trial for the murder of Aarseth and arson 

of churches and in the time he spent in prison, Vikernes aligned himself with elements of the radical 

right and expressed sympathy for Nazi views. While Burzum and Vikernes are not representative of 

                                                           
213 Jon Kristiansen, "Slayer Magazine X: Ulver," Metalion: The Slayer Mag Diaries, ed. Tara G. Warrior, (Brooklyn, NY: 
Bazillion Points Books, 2011), 318. 
214 Kristiansen, 318. 
215 See Appendix 3, fig. 7. 
216 Albert Mudrian, "Hunger Strikes: The Making of Darkthrone's Transylvanian Hunger," 31. 
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the whole of Norway, they are indicative of a growing insecurity over the direction Norway is 

heading and includes a concern over the preservation of a unique cultural identity in the face of 

rising immigration.217  

 Whether cognizant of these issues or not, when Norwegian black metal bands use aspects of 

modern Norwegian identity they are both reflecting and confirming hegemonic national and cultural 

identity. As demonstrated in the examples, modern Norwegian identity is multifaceted. In adopting 

national symbols, such as the flag and Norwegian language, and using patriotic interpretations of the 

Second World War, Norwegian black metal bands contribute to the formation of cultural likhet, 

cultural memory, and collective identity. By using these nationally recognized semiotics and glorified 

military past, Norwegian black metal bands are incorporated in the hegemonic construction of 

national identity. As a result, Norwegian black metal has become a cultural product of Norway and 

an important part of Norway's domestic and international identity. 

  

                                                           
217 Gullestad, "Egalitarianism, Nationalism, and Racism," 48. 
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Conclusion  

 As can be seen from the three sections of analysis, Norwegian black metal incorporates many 

aspects of Norwegian nationalism and identity. In the first analysis, instances of nature were 

examined in both national romantic art and in the album art of Norwegian black metal bands. This 

section showed that the way national romantic artists portrayed Norwegian nature has become an 

integral part of Norwegian identity and that Norwegian black metal bands interpret nature in similar 

way in the visual aspects of their music. In the second analysis, the focus was on the uses of ancient 

history and the historical constructions of Norway's past through the examination of both lyrical and 

visual content of Norwegian black metal bands. This section showed that Norwegian black metal 

bands have taken elements of the ancient past that have been incorporated into the national 

construction of history and used Vikings, Norse mythology, and the peasantry as thematic sources. 

The third section expands on the Norwegian construction of history into modern times with a focus 

on Norway's involvement in the Second World War both in lyrics and images. This section also 

analyzes the national flag and the Norwegian language as aspects of modern Norwegian identity. 

Both of these elements are inclusive and exclusive and identify Norwegian black metal as a uniquely 

Norwegian phenomenon. While it has been demonstrated that Norwegian black metal has 

incorporated a variety of different components of Norwegian nationalism and identity into the 

lyrical and visual facets of their music, the results of the analysis needs to be established in 

connection to the theoretical foundation of the thesis to confront the fundamental question at hand: 

how do issues of the nation, history, and the conflicting identities of likhet  and anti-social radicalism 

come together in Norwegian black metal? 

 Over the course of the thesis, it has been illustrated that the development of Norwegian 

nationalism and identity has been a modern era construction that reaches into Norway's past to 

portray the nation and its people as unique and independent. Norwegian black metal bands have 

grasped this vision of Norway and integrated it as an vital part of the genre. By doing so, these 

bands confirm Norwegian cultural memory and build upon the Anderson's concept of 'imagined 

community' by connecting to a immemorial past or 'golden age.' This not only applies to Norway's 

treatment of the ancient past, but also to the events of the modern era. While the tendency to reach 

back to a 'golden age' is common place in many national dialogues, it is unique that it should enter 

into the thematic content of an extreme form of music. Certainly some styles of music play an 

important role in the promotion of national culture, yet they do not share the extreme anti-social 
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behavior and rhetoric of Norwegian black metal. In this sense, Norwegian black metal something of 

a contradiction of itself. It poses a radical, dispassionate anti-humanist entity while at the same time 

retains a profound connection to its native land and culture. Additionally, as the genre has become 

Norway's biggest cultural export and recognized by national institutions of the arts and music, 

Norwegian black metal has become a cultural product of Norway. When all of these aspects are 

combined they present Norwegian black metal as a source of confirming dominant conceptions of 

likhet in Norwegian cultural identity and allow it to be incorporated into Norwegian identity. 

However, there are others reasons as to why Norwegian black metal as been accepted in the 

discourse of Norwegian nationalism and identity.  

 Another important factor that must be taken into consideration when examining how Norwegian 

black metal is incorporated into hegemonic nationalism and culture is Roccor's observation of the 

bourgeoisation of heavy metal. As can be seen with Bryson's research, heavy metal has negative 

stereotypes attached to it. Foremost among these are the notions that heavy metal is consumed by 

under-educated, white males and that heavy metal inspires near universal dislike by those who are 

educated. Yet, Chaker demonstrates that this is not necessarily the case. In her assessment of death 

and black metal. Chaker finds evidence for the bourgeoisation of heavy metal and its associated sub-

genres. Chaker reveals that many listeners of death and black metal have post-secondary levels of 

education and most are either students or employed. However, the term bourgeoisation is problematic 

due to its explicit association with class and while it might be reasonable to assume all consumers of 

black metal in Norway have a high standard of living, it proves difficult to quantify.   

 Instead, the reinforcement of nineteenth-century conceptions of national and cultural identity 

through state institutions and monuments provide a better explanation of the Norwegian black 

metal recognition and acceptance. This is further exemplified when combined with Kress and van 

Leeuwen's notion of 'visual literacy.' Therefore, when state establishments and monuments that 

reproduce and confirm hegemonic notions of Norwegian national and cultural identity are used by 

Norwegian black metal bands they become recognizable to a population that has had these symbols 

and images internalized by national institutions. These symbols and images become even more 

important when considering the increasing role images play in modern society. Whether it is from 

the internet, films, or television the significance of reading images and the symbols contained in 

them is vital to understanding modern society. In the case of Norwegian black metal, bands using 

symbols and images of the national romantics or the constructed past enable Norwegians, regardless 
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of their economic class, to recognize these symbols as a part of a ethnically defined, homogeneous 

culture. 

 While these aspects play an important part in the acceptance of Norwegian black metal in the 

conceptualization of Norwegian identity, these same factors in connection with this extreme style of 

music are not without complexities. As noted by Gullestad in the third analysis, Norway faces the 

challenge of incorporating non-Western immigrant groups into a culture with significant barrier of 

integration. When taking into consideration Attali's claims about popular music, the acceptance of 

Norwegian black metal in Norway shows that these problems will persist. Through the use of 

Norway's romanticized and constructed history, Norwegian black metal has reinforced a 

conservative notion of Norwegian identity based on an identity that is intrinsically tied to culture. As 

visual literacy becomes increasingly important, the images and symbols projected by these bands will 

continue to confirm the exclusionary side of Norway's cultural barrier. Whether it is from the use of 

national romantic artwork, Vikings and Norse mythological symbols, or any other elements used in 

Norwegian identity, they come as a response to the increasingly globalized and multicultural world 

that Norway finds itself. Moreover, Norwegian black metal and its acceptance reflects a trend in 

Norway towards a gradual movement to a conservative, populism . It is a shift that comes from a 

fear of losing the 'Norwegian-ness' of Norwegian identity and while Norwegian black metal has its 

problems from the past, it has nonetheless worked to reinforce Norwegian national and cultural 

identity at a time when these aspects are being challenged.   
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fig. 1: Black Sabbath Sabbath Bloody Sabbath fig. 2: Venom Welcome to Hell

Appendix 1: Black Metal Roots and Developmet

fig. 3: Bathory Blood Fire Death  (Cover) fig. 4: Death Metal Appearance (Obituary) 

fig. 5: Black Metal Appearance (King ov Hell)
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Appendix 1 - Sources 

fig. 1: Black Sabbath. Sabbath Bloody Sabbath. Sanctuary UK  2716846. compact disc. Originally 

 released in 1975. 

fig. 2: Venom. Welcome to Hell.  Metal-Is 73003. compact disc. Originally released in 1981. 

fig. 3: Bathory. Blood Fire Death. Kraze 21063. compact disc. Originally released in 1988.  

fig. 5: Albert Mudrian, Choosing Death: The Improbable History of Death Metal and Grindcore (Los Angeles: 

 Feral House, 2004), 234. 

fig. 6: Peter Beste, True Norwegian Black Metal (Brooklyn, NY: Vice Book, 2008), 145. 
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Appendix 2: Nature

fig. 1: Brudeferden i Hardanger fig. 2: Likferd På Sognefjorden

fig. 3: Birch Tree in a Storm fig. 4: Sunset in the Far North

fig.5: Utdøende urskog fig. 6: Alfen det forsvant
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fig. 7: Nøkken fig. 8: Op under Fjeldet toner en Lur

fig. 9: Svartedauen-Fattigmannen fig. 10: Svartedauen-Pest I Trappen

fig. 11: Svartedauen-Pesta Kommer fig. 12: Windir Likferd
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fig. 13: Burzum Filosofem fig. 14: Burzum Hvis Lyset Tar Oss

fig. 15: Enslaved Frost fig. 16: Taake Over Bjoergvin graater Himmerik

fig. 17: Taake Taake fig. 18: Ulver Bergtatt - Ett eeventyr i 5 capitaler
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fig. 19: Ulver Kveldssanger fig. 20 Ulver Natten Madrigal-Aatte hymne til 

ulven i manden
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Appendix 2 - Analysis: Nature 

fig. 1 - Adolph Tidemand and Hans Gude, Brudeferden i Hardanger, Nasjonalmuseet, Oslo, 1848. 

fig. 2 - Adolph Tidemand and Hans Gude, Likferd På Sognefjorden, Private Collection, 1853. 

fig. 3 - Johan Christian Dahl, Birch Tree in a Storm, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City, 

 1849. 

fig. 4 - Frederick W. Morton, "Frithjof Smith Hald, Norwegian Lanscape-Painter ," Brush and Pencil, 

 Vol. 10, No. 3 (June, 1902): 137. 

fig. 5 - August Cappelen, Utdøende urskog, Nasjonalmuseet, Oslo, 1852. 

fig. 6 - Theodor Kittelsen, Alfen det forsvant, 1908. 

fig. 7 - Theodor Kittelsen, Nøkken, Nasjonalmuseet, Oslo, 1904. 

fig. 8 - Theodor Kittelsen, Op under Fjeldet toner en Lur, illustration in Tirilil Tove, 1900. 

fig. 9 - Theodor Kittelsen, Fattigmannen,  Nasjonalmuseet, Oslo, 1894-95. 

fig. 10 - Theodor Kittelsen, Pesta i trappen, Nasjonalmuseet, Oslo, 1896. 

fig. 11 - Theodor Kittelsen, Pesta Kommer, Nasjonalmuseet, 1984-95. 

fig. 12 - Windir. Likferd. Head Not Found 58. compact disc. Released in 2003. 

fig. 13 - Burzum. Filosofem. Back On Black 4123017. 33 1/2 rpm. Originally released in 1996. 

fig. 14 - Burzum. Hvis Lyset Tar Oss. Back On Black 4123015. 33 1/2 rpm. Originally released in 

 1994. 

fig. 15 - Enslaved. Frost. Season of Mist 31702. compact disc. Originally released in 1994. 

fig. 16 - Taake. Over Bjoergvin graater Himmerik. Peaceville UK 275. compact disc. Originally released 

 in 2002. 

fig. 17 - Taake. Taake. Dark Essence 43. compact disc. Released in 2010. 

fig. 18 - Ulver. Bergtatt - Ett eeventyr i 5 capitaler. Head Not Found 5. Released in 1995. 

fig. 19 - Ulver. Kveldssanger. Head Not Found 14. Released in 1996. 

fig. 20 - Ulver. Natten Madrigal - Aatte hymne til ulven i manden. Century Media Records 7858. Released 

 in 1997. 
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Appendix 3: Ancient Past

fig. 1: Viking Ship Museum fig. 2: Sverd i fjell

fig.3: Sverd i fjell fig. 4: Historisk museum - swords

fig.5: Historisk museum  - helmet fig. 6: Historisk museum  - lines from Hávamál
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fig. 13: Helheim - Heiðindómr ok Mótgangr fig. 14: Enslaved Eld

fig. 15: Enslaved Mardraum - Beyond the Within fig: 16: Enslaved Below the Lights

fig. 17: Enslaved Vertebrae fig. 18: Enslaved - Frost (Liner Notes)
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     fig. 19: Enslaved Blodhemn 
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Appendix 3 - Sources 

fig.1 - Viking Ship Museum, Author's private photo collection, taken 2007 in Oslo, Norway. 

fig. 2 - Sverd i fjell, Author's private photo collection, taken 2007 in Stavanger, Norway. 

fig. 3 - Sverd i fjell, Author's private photo collection, taken 2007 in Stavanger, Norway.  

fig. 4 - Historisk museum, Author's private photo collection, taken 2007 in Oslo, Norway. 

fig. 5 - Historisk museum, Author's private photo collection, taken 2007 in Oslo, Norway. 

fig. 6 - Historisk museum, Author's private photo collection, taken 2007 in Oslo, Norway. 

fig. 7 - Peter Beste, True Norwegian Black Metal (Brooklyn, NY: Vice Book, 2008), 48. 

fig. 8 - Peter Beste, True Norwegian Black Metal (Brooklyn, NY: Vice Book, 2008), 15. 

fig. 9 - Taake. Nattestid Ser Porten Vid. Peaceville/Snapper 274. compact disc. Originally released in 

 1999. 

fig. 10 - Taake. Over Bjoergvin graater Himmerik. Peaceville UK 275. compact disc. Originally  

 released in 2002. 

fig. 11 - Taake Hordaland Doedskvad. Dark Essence 0831005. compact disc. Released in 2005. 

fig. 12 - Taake. Taake. Dark Essence 43. compact disc. Released in 2010. 

fig. 13 - Helheim. Heiðindómr ok Mótgangr. Karisma Records 0831062. compact disc. Released in  

 2011. 

fig. 14 - Enslaved. Eld. Season of Mist 31719. compact disc. Originally released in 1997. 

fig. 15 - Enslaved. Mardraum - Beyond the Within. Season of Mist 31721. Originally released in 2000. 

fig. 16 - Enslaved. Below the Lights. Osmose Productions 9824382. compact disc. Released in 2003. 

fig. 17 - Enslaved. Vertebrae. Nuclear Blast Records 12260. compact disc. Released in 2008. 

fig. 18 - Enslaved. Frost. Season of Mist 31702. compact disc. Originally released in 1994. 

fig. 19 - Enslaved. Blodhemn. Season of Mist 31720. compact disc. Originally released in 1998.   
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Appendix 4: Modern Symbols

fig. 1: Vreid I Krig fig. 2: Vreid Milorg

fig. 3: Sinclairs landing i Romsdal fig. 4: Abbath and flag

fig. 5 Taake live photo - Hoest and flag fig. 6: Dimmu Borgir merchandise
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fig. 8: Norges Fjelde by Henrik Wergeland 

Mel. Gubben Noah. 

Norges bedste 

Værn og Feste 

er dets gamle Fjeld. 

Skumle Død sig skjuler 

i dets dybe Huler. 

Varden oppe 

paa dets Toppe 

speide Dag og Qvel. 

 

Hør fra Urens 

Styrtning Lurens 

klagende Signal! 

Jægerkjeden skrider 

langsad Aasens Sider. 

Fjeldets Stemmer 

den fornemmer 

fra den dybe Dal. 

 

Vælten venter 

paa dets Skrænter. 

Bonden passer paa, 

fig. 7: Darkthrone 'Norsk Arisk Black 

Metal' from Transilvanian Hunger
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om han snart kan lade 

Friheds Barrikade 

ned fra Tinden 

over Fi'nden 

som et Uveir gaae. 

 

Ingen Feide 

kan han speide. 

Hæng da Riflen hen! 

Gamle Bjørneskytte, 

krands med Løv din Hytte! 

Tappre Jæger, 

tøm et Bæger 

for dit Fjeld og den! 

d.I,b.3,s.53 

Høie klare 

toner svare 

fra det gamle Fjeld. 

Folkets glade Løfter 

klinge fra dets Kløfter. 

O, hvor mange 

tusind' Gange 

sang de Norges Held! 

 

Held da Eder, 

blaae Geleder 

om mit Fædreland! 

Fred og gode Dage 

over Bondens Tage 

stedse skinne, 

stedse rinde 

over Fjeldets Rand. 

 

Grotten 17de Mai 1842. 
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Appendix 4 - Analysis: Modern Symbols of Identity 

fig. 1 - Vreid. I Krig. Candlelight Records 122877. compact disc. Originally released in 2007. 

fig. 2 - Vreid. Milorg. The End Records 5019. compact disc. Released in 2009. 

fig. 3 - Adolph Tidemand and Morten Müller, Sinclairs landing i Romsdal, Nasjonalmuseet, Oslo, 1876. 

fig. 4 - J. Bennett, "Cold as Ice," Decibel No. 60 (October 2009): 78. 

fig. 5 - Taake's Official Facebook Page, accessed August, 12 2012, http://a7.sphotos.ak.fbcdn.net/hphotos-

ak-snc7/s720x720/599927_384747978259116_592130680_n.jpg. 

fig. 6 - Dimmu Borgir's Offical Facebook Page, accessed August, 19 2012, 

http://a3.sphotos.ak.fbcdn.net/hphotos-ak-ash4/226550_10150244721186042_7087074_n.jpg. 
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